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FOREWORD

ar

The purpose of this
0
manual is to provide vocational educators with evalua-

tion elements and tested, models which can assist them in designing evaluation
systems. Through the selection of appropriate evaluaXion'mechanisms, voca-
tional educators will be better able to determine the efficacy of current pro-
grais. Included is a practical how-to-do-it guide with numerous models which
can be adapted or modified -to fit any situation.

Our emphasis on the use of criteria as an evaluation tool should aid in
the development of local guidelines. The selected models focus on systematic
vocational evaluation at all levels. The appendices illustrate sveral con-
temporary evaluation forms by which to judge both curriculum objelltives and
instructional processes.

These models are presented to busy vocational educators so they may adapt
those which are appropriate to their am local situations.

i
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CHAPTER.1

CRITERIA FOR VOCATIONAL PROGRAM EVALUATION

INTRODUCTION
a

$
.

Evaluation of any vocational program or project is often a complex yet
..?.. - ..

subjective activity. Often the evaluator or evaluating team islinexperienced,'
. ,

. . .

in evaluation and may rely on intuitive or.impressionistiC approaches--despite

books, monographs and articles written about the subject. Often there is no

specific program evaluation model *which is appropriate to a local situation.

Too, there even seems to be a resistance to the concept of evaluation since

the tetal Usually denotes reward or ppnishment. The writers of this -guide

recognize these probleis and attitudes. We also recognize the key role which

an evaluator plays in the judging, of staff competence-and program development. '

Thus, this monograph is addressedto those who are risponsible for vocational
4

i?,
t

evaluation so that they may become knowledgeable about the assumptions which
. .

.

undergird any evaluation system. Included are selected evaluation models and

sets.of evaluative criteria. All oT these elements CM then be used collec-

,

tively to build models appropriate to any individual situation._.

c
Some Tenets Associated With Evaluatioh . *.e.

Evaluation, per se, and, more ipecifiCally, evaluation of vocational pro-

grams must be viewed as.a process rather than as an all-encompassing proce-
O

dure. If one seeks "THE" evaluation procedure, then that person soon dis-

.covers that no single evaluation procedure will ever fit the'many facets of

We wish to acknowledge the work of Betty A. bhrt which is represented,
in part,; in this chapter.

9 f
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vocational education.

a 1 *

10

. .
To be most,successful, evaluation EannA be vtewed simply as "manage -_

.401 . ..
,

went toolfi'but ai.a means to an en8 --the improvement of programs or indWOual
. . t-

0

perfor mances. This assumption should help ove.come teacher and administrator.
.

% f

resistance' since evaluation then becomes both useful to thoie involved and
O _ , . . ...

.
.

informative to decision-makers. Evaluation also becomes flexible and is

.
.

treated as an ongoing activity aimed at identifyineboth prOgram strengths and

weaknetses.9 Such a perspective also mmes-evaltiltion as a process for con-

tinuous redirection of terminal outcomes. The choice obviously involves

.
program directors, instructors, administratorsand localecitizens.

To be sure, specific assessment and measurement procedures are used to

,evaluate a mecific'training program. But, the essence of such activities is

to provide meaningful feedback.

4The latter point leads to our next tenet. Evaluation must be used as an

objective element ofthe_decision-making_process.*..an aid to decisioft-making,
. ........____

an evaluator (often the' vOcationdI director) must determine the acmes to be

.....L.-
. . .

examined, sources of data, methods of analysis andoevaluition procedures to be

--employed-in this process.
..

An evaluation plan. When viewed as a helpful tool, the evaluation

process provides a very important base,for decision - taking related' to the

characteristics, scope t& the operations, and conduct of the ,program. The

evaluation process provides, insights into what has happened (the past) and

hints at what could be. (the future).' To implement these perspectives, at

least five"aspects of evaluation should be considered in the planning phase.

First, one must formulate a clear statement about what spAifiFally is to
.

be evaluated. 'Included in those specifications are all of the related

activities. This step requires definition and identificafion.of all Programs,

progtfm participants, and other elements to be observed.

-2-
O
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Second, an evaluation designmUst,be created that meets your specific

needs. Cdnsideration must be given to time and fiscal factors and the avail-
.

...

. . ,

ability of 'personnel who 'will be involved in the evaluation process.
, . (\*

;.

..Third;, a decision is needed
.

to determine how thedesign plan is to be

;v
implemented.

44 4-

.4
% . . 4

. .4.
-lr. 4 t

'Fourths there is need sto plan%Ow "the findings will be reported, to whore

they will be reported and what deadlines mus,t be met in producing and;

disseminating the final report.
. .-

Finally,' a prucedures,must be instituted to prov ide feedback do 'those
.c.

*4, .
.

involved .in the lorugrai operations, This mechapism Will help" to insure

k '47
. 7bositive attitudes. toward eValuation.

..
,

se

The above overview of the general phases of an evaluation progkam leads
w - .

.
\ ip, . t

to the definition dT your program. This usually-consists of t brief descrip-

tion
. . .

,of each vocational progrsm.being evaluated with already established and
. .

.
et .4

defined program olijectives.ie

''Program objectives'are often derivdd from.general criteria--either stated
' -

The latter ultimately jdetermines the type

most suited .your needs. To aid- In die

will wovide- a number of evaluative crite

. or assumed.

uation model

criteria, we
0

and structure of evalL
4, .v

identification of

ria. You play Choose or

o

adapt those most suitable to your situation.° In- this manner, you can build

your own model, tailored

also provide elemedts for

Mental, module and course
o .

.
,--

specifically to your program needs: Our plan will
4

0 ..

building of models which may be.applied to depart-
,' - , a o- .,

evaluations.- Thus, we are building this monograph
% .

#s one which focuses on user decision-making. You must decide AA those ele-

4 .. * . '

menu which will help you to expand your own evaluation potential.'
. . .V.

Evaluation As Plannin
44

Prior to illustrating evaluatioi criteria models or desiga; we would

like to note that vevaluation can. also be a planning,tichnique'(decision-
.

A

U.

O

rl

-3-
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... ..

. making;, if you wish).
.,

.
.:

. 4

according
o

,

Planning, accordingr to *Kenneth H. Hansen (1967), has at feast- sire7
. ,

elements which tpnd to be uniformly agreed upon: (1) idintification of the

- . 4' ' :
* 4 .

problei, (2) analysis of prob
t(
lem components, j3) statements of sqlutionsoandr.

',..1.

alternatives, (4) so.Ntion tests for realitY, (5) establishment. of the
. ..

0 .0
organization' to accomplish "the changes; and (6) implementation of Change

e

s

decisions. These six elements, are similar to the so-called scientific ipeehod.
..r

of inquiry.
,

$
-- One major problem9in vocational education planning is to identify the

procedurei which may be,used in programmed Or sequential steps to initiate

.previously identified'desired changes. To this end, there are several system-
.

i

, -

...... .

atc,planning methods that can be Used, Al1/4program nians'tend to require
.

.
.

some type of."needs assessment ." The exact dretamination on the kinds of
. , .

needs° and the assessment to take A lice is traditionally accomplished in an
a,

,intuitive manner. H' ever, if significant feedback is to be providedprovidedy the
f.,

$ requirement mandates tharylanning procedureb mov from an intuitive mode to a°
. ,/ \ ' ..

rather highly organized anesystematic method. , " \ .

We caution that"needs.assessmonts" must essentiaily.be recognized as the"'
. .

, , . ..
.

interpretation of "wants:" Wheift
i).

persons ore polled to obtain a list of ,

..

. . . .

, '..
Hvocatibnal needs," the usual list will be those activities, skills,.

cOmpetenciesor concerns uhat'are desired by the ieOnectiveresponaents:
..4
The

.

V

. .

"
"vocational wants" list must then Tie translated to a "needs" list; that is,-

' ..

how do the desired ends (wants) become operational..
.

. .

.

Evaluation (and often .the planning) of vocational education programs
,- .

'- C
, --,

. 4
traditionally relies on 0.tctnal evaluators such as accreditation teams; ad

*.,
. . .. x

% . .

hoc visitations ,temps 1, are invited to ,examine the totality of a, presented

1

e410.?

/1- 0

program, or a lOcal advisory. committee. The reports of these teams are, by
,....

... .

and large, devices which tend to focus an general conditions but not op,

1feedback,". .
1

'17
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The reasons for making the above sweeping indictment are as follows: (1)

the accreditation reports address themselves to generalities; (2)_the criteria

by which_ programs are judged tend to be very general; (3) the intermittent

Characteristic of advisory committee reports means that at least one or more

years will transpire before there is concerted preparation for the follow-up

'visitation; (4) in most instances, the advisory committee members rely on data

4 .

which are colle4ed,,presented, .and Interpreted by the 'evaluates -- hardly at

\
\objective source; (5) meaningful base line data are not ac umulated, nor are

they main tained on a year by year basis; (6) the teachersi.and vocational
, '

\

.4
1/4

directors seldom pay serious attention to a report unless it is so ossly4 v

negative that it would threaten accreditation or someone's, job; and (7)

feedback is seldom directed to specific components
,

of the vocational program.
-

.-

\,.To alleviate' the shortcomings of nonsystematic longitudinal evaluations
., b '. .

which nalect planning, we again stress that vocational evaluation must.be

viewed as a continuous process--one that, in reality, proceeds without endf

We quickly recognize that any evaluation is usually composed of two main

kinds of data: -(1) objective descriptions and (2) value-laden judgments; The

-*;

importance of the first of these cannot be underestimated. The validity of

the value judgment is dependent in large part on the accuracy of the informa-

tion" used to make these judgments. In addition, objettive data collection

alSo affords a basis for derision- making and a means to_plan for implemen-
,

tation of value judgmenti.

John K. Hemphill (1969)- established a series of charaRtetistics which

desciibed the process of ealuation. HemphiWs list of six criteria which
.

Q.
pertain to evaluation'are listed/helow.

1. The probleis is determined ,by the situation an d because .of its com-

plexity may involve many definers.

2. The-task.of evaluation is to test generalizations rather than a set
\

t 1
\..

-5-



of specific hypotheses. The absence of verifiable and, empirical knowledge

must often be filled by relying on judgment and experience.

3. Value judgments are appropriate at all stages of an evaivation study.
_ __ _ _

4. Each evaluation study is unique to a situation and can seldoi be

replicated.

5. Data collection is determined by feasibility and value judgment.
0

6. Randomization is extremely difficult or impractical to accomplish.

Only superficial or selective control over then multitude of variables is

possible.

When applied to vocational education evaluation Hemphill's six criteria

illustrate a pragmatic view based upon consideration of spectfiC situational

goals and conditions, local conditions.

Subjectivity is an element of any evaluation. The,"art" of evaluation is

to blend the objective and subjective for the betterment of the program. What

could-be included? Let us examine that question next.

SELECTED VOCATIONAL PROGRAM EVALUATION CRITERIA

Several sets of criteria for inclusion in any general program evaltiation

are listed below. Choose as many or as few criteria as you deem necessary for

your evaluation plan. To ftovide for a complete, yet not totally comprehen-

sive, program evaluation, criteria are listed from several areas. The
0-

criteria may be. compiled and then converted into an evaluation instrument

which could serve as an effective tool for measuring various processes,

products, inputs and outputs. In this section we have identified only 11

program areas. These eleven gerieral areas include selected criteria for the

following:

1. Administrative procedures

2. Curriculum _deaiga,

3. Staff development

-6-
14.
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4. 'Articulation and coordination

5. Liaison activities

6. Student-related activities

. c
7. Recruitment and advising

8. Placement and follow-up

9. 'Expanded opportunities O

10. Facilities and equipment

11. Evaluation

While-these areas could be expanded greatly, we are providing a' few

criteria whicb seem general enough to warrant universal application. In later

chapters, of this monograph, we will address specific processes and some.

procedures by which to evaluate courses, modules, projects and programs.

The criteria which are listed below could also act as a check list with a

continuum of responses so that you might determine a relatively accurate

profile on a broad spectrum of vocational program elements. Or, yn might

simply use tWcriteria as a "yes" or "no" list of functions that a e or are

not currently performed.

Criteria for Administrative Procedures

1.' The procedures by which ,programs may. evolve are written and made

available to students, tea hers, administrators and counselors.

2. Appropriate,leyels of resources (money, spaCe, time) are planned and

allocated for all vocational-technical programs.

3. The decision-fnakinb environment exemplifies an interaction among

administrative staff, counselors, vocational. teachers and other subject

teachers.

Vocational programs are supported by the board, adininistration,

counseling staff,. teachers and students at least equally to other major school

programs. ti

0,
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aiteria for Curriculum Design

1. Vocational program objectives are systematically re-evaluated to

deterdine if changes are needed to reflect the current state-of-the-are.

2. Program objectives and requirements are known and supported by the
NN

faculty and other students.

3. Program projects have relationships to other subject areas.

4. Opportunities exist for integration of both females and males into

the totality of all vocational training programs.

5. Opportunity is provided for completion of a defined program for those

entering the.program.,

6. Curricula are kept current b.hrough surveys, advisory committee feed-

back and community employment opportunities:

7. Consideration is given to factqrs_which_prevent_students from_.r n _

pleting programs--absenteeism, tardiness, behavior problems. 6

8. Instruction is geared toward individual development based on some

. individual assessment ol! needs and abilitieik

9. Program goals include ethical standards and practices.

10. Communications and human relations are integrated within instruc-

tional subjects.

11. Vocational youth organization activities are included in the instruc-

tional and vocational experience programs.

12. The work ethos including skills, knowledge, attitudes, and pride in

quality work surrounding any specific _occupational segment are found in class-

work, laboratory or experience settings.

13. Teachers regularly visit training sites to keep up-to-date.

14. Written training plans are developed for each student which account

for the individual, general, or vocational objective and proposed occupational

experience program:



15. Individual student program outlines.(objectives) cau be altired or

changed- _to__be_brought _into __line with performance through student-teacher
_

conferences.
0

A6. Actdal experiences in the occupational field are provided through

cooperative efforts or simulated settings.

17. A combination of directed vocational experiences and/or simulated

experiences are provided in appropriatetclinical settings.

18. Each student may choose an appropriate Course of study with coopera-
.

Live guidance and counseling services being offered.

Criteria for Staff Development.

1. Administrators participate in local business, civic and labor organ-

izations.

.1 Inservice-programs -attempt to integrate both sexes for'COntitidil---

...professional development,

0;
3. Teaching staff meet appropriate state certifiCation requirements for

.

,:''the special areas in which. they teach, have recently completed occupational

expefience, are proficient in those skills being taught, and engage in pro-

fessional growth activities.

4. Inservice education and staff development programs are provided on a

regular basis to provide for teacher assistance and training in areat of need

or those emerging asnew areas.

S. First aid and emergency measures are offered as part of the continual

staff development process.

Criteria for Articulation and Coordination

I. domplemehtary objectives. and goals are developed within the total

educational program.

2. Teachers have support of specific advisory committees for the course

content and vocational techniques being utilized.

-g-



3. A transfer system is available to ensure smooth transition with

little or no loss of-credit fromcone school or program to another.

4. General education aspects of the educational program are articulated

within the vocational program.

Criteria for Liaison ACtivities

1. Conferences for students, teachers nand parents are a part of the

program.

2. The Advisory Committee provides up-to-date information on current

trends and developments in the community as they relate to vocational-technical

programs.

3: Advisory Committees with adequate representation of\the vocational-
4

technical _fields are organized,....functioning, establishing -standakds--ah8"--:

designing evaluative criteria for the program.

4. Advisory Committees help to place students and graduate into jobs.

5. A'community occupational employment assessment is conduc ed system-

.'atically to determine emploYient opporthnities.

6. Employment trends and needs of the community are actively reviewed by

vocational staff which include teachers, counselors, administrators.

7. Support for vocational programs cCiar-cm employees and business.
------:--_ .

agents in the form of recommenations, employment ah other support.

4%8.. Resource persons from all vocational areas ar invited to assist in

acqUainting students withrcareer opportunities.

9.. Vocational teachers act as liaison persons with the community and ,

assist in conducting community relations.

10. The program attempts to develop personal and occupational develop-

ment, efficient and safe work %abits, and positive attitudes toward work, as

well as sound employer employee relationships.

rk



Criteria for Student Related Activities

1. Students are encouraged and prepared to participate in future follow-

up surveys.

-2. Extra-curricular activities are available for vocational students as

well:as-other-students.

3. Opportunities_ are provided 'for student leadership development in

conjunction with related vocational organizations.

4. Activities of the vocational youth Organizations tend to be planned,

implemented and etAluated by students.

5. Vocational youth - organizations are open in membership and partici-

pation -to all students regardless of sex or racial origin.

6. 'All student organizations have supporting and advising services of

the faculty and administration.

Criteria for Recruiting and Advising

1. Teachers and students have sufficient understanding of tests and the

meanings of the results so that the advising process is enhanced.

2. Appropriate vocational counseling assistance is available for

students, so that aspirations,, interests,' aptitudes, and personal physical

limitations may be reviewed against the availability of occupational choices.

, 3. A system of referrals Al vocational-technical programs is developed
1/4

ivith teachers, counselors and community members.

4. Career occupation information, including vocational-technical'occupa-
.

tions, is developed and made available at all appropriate grade levels.

5. Any conference involving students, their family and instructors,is

summarized and filed with appropriate confidentiality:

6. Recruiting methods are utilized to -insure a continuous flow of

students with appropriate interests and aptitudes which can insure full util-

ization of the vocational resources.
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Criteria for Placement and Follow-up

1. Students have access to the job market-through a wide range of entry
_ _

mechanisms.

2. Placement services, available to all graduates and alumni, are

organized-and-provided by the school.

3. A relatively high percentage of the graduates are placed in the

vocational field for which they are prepared.

4. ,Job opportunities are listed and updated so that students may utilize

the information.
. -

5. Follow-up surveys of graduates are 5liailCiedtodetermine employment.

status.

Criteria for Expanded Opportunities*

-4-4 Continuing education classes and activities are provided to.those
,

already in the work force.
"..

2. Access to ongoing-Vocational programs is available for those wanting

to re-enter the work force or to upgrade a-air-vocational skills.
.

3. Provision is made for the full acceptance and integration -of adult

students returning to the educational scene.

4. Open access is provided to all vocational programs for those class-
,.

ified as handicapped. Appropriate support and special services are available

to ensure an adequate success rate for handicapped students.

5.. Open access is provided for all students from ethnic minority groups.

.6. Open access is provided to women for training that has been trad-

itionally provided to a male audience. d

ft
7. Provisions are made to recruit andintegrate women.into vocational

progiams.

*Several of these criteria may be appropriate only at post - secondary
institutions. .
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Criteria for Facilities and Equipment

1. The -supply of equipment (including tools, supplies, machines) is

sufficient to conduct a quality program.

2.1 Physical facilities, equipment and instructional materials are appro.-

priateito the occupational groups included in the program.
i

.

St Adequate working space and storage facilities are available to each
t ,

l

st..ide4t.

.

1. Textbooks°
.

and other instructional materials are systematically

.

seleited, current and_accessible -to-students.

/5. Safety checks and regulations die adhered to at all timed.'

Critiria for Evaluation

cti

1. Data are obtained from follow-up surveys to provide evaluative

eria by which to judge educational objectives and - improve the quality of

'off rings.

, 2. A plan for continuing and systematic Internal evaluation is- estab-

0

li hed.
4

3. Representative groupd actively .participate in occupational needs

ITeisment, program planning and:evaluation. .

4. 'A11. levels of participants (students, parents, teachers, -community

hilliness leaders) are involved in ongoing program evaluations.

5. -Ongoing evaluations are established for objectives, content, methods,

outcomes
N

6.

individu

students'.

0

and student performances.

Individual developmedt is promoted through the use of evaluation of

alprogress.towtd,individual goals as well as a compariion with other

7.

habits,

Student valuations, are conducted regularly on work aititudes'and

occupational d A elopment and relationship with employer.'
4

A

A

e

i.
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8..'"Feedback".and.findings from evaluation efforeaareused in-- _
4

4

cilium changef

-

. In Closing

. The above list isgpieral in scope aneaddres;es several. general elements

for prograi evdluation. The list is incomplete; yet, it illustrates the kinds''.
6

of criteria that can be established by Whir to design and conduct general

program. evaluations. Now, let us discuss some selected evalbation-related

techniqueswhich can be applied to vocational- education.
.
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CHAPTER 2,

USING EVALUATION RELATED TECHNIQUES IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Just as one major component of vocational education is teaching, Another

is evaluating, This chapter dismisses some specific educational.concepts -and

techniques which have impliclitions for evaluation. -As was noted in Chapter 1,

the-planning process is a critical el,men/ t in the systematic development of

any vocational education program. Now, we present a few selectedconcepts of

the)evaluation process. The achievement variables-of evaluation willbe the

focus of,the first discussion.

ACHIEVEMENT VARIABLES

Achievement Tests,
4

Achievement tests are constructed to aihess.a student's terminal-behavior

4
or the expected behavior. or attainment of the student after completion of'an

assignment, unit, module or, course.- Achievemint,tests are developed to assess
. -

the degree or quality to which the desired behaVier or performance takes.

°,place. Such test scores -show a level of present still-development. Achieve-
"

mint tests are contrasted with aptitUde'tests which measure a_relatienshiP

between present performance or,behavior and. future acquisition of kdowledge
.

and /or skilfi in a specific area. In short, aptitude tests are constructed to

predict future success in some specific Area. In vocational 'education, the

major stress is usually on the -here andnew, not the fdtuke; thus, achievement

.

testing needs some elaboration. t: \
... \

t Achievement scores Provide ttio types of information: X1) the staint's-
.. .... . -

_ .

...

level of skill and/or knowledge relative to an level of mastery,.

-- .

0 ' 0
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and.(2) the relativeordering (rank) of the student's score in relation to the

o
, rest of the class. Robert Glaser (1963) refers to the first type of inform's-..---____ a-7--- ---'-----___L

.
tion as 5riterion-reiiiinted measures vnerstates .that these measures depend

upon an absolute standard .of quality. This means that the student either has
tN,

_ or has not acquired .the pre-determined mastery level of the skill. The degree

. -of skill attainment is usually stated in some descriptive term, The second
. .,

4 0 ,

type of information is usually referred to as norm-referenced since it com-

paresa student with other student's in a select group.
0

Glaser refers to the student's.level of achievement as. occurring some-

where on Whypoinetical$continuusi of knowledge or skill proficiency ranging

from zero (The student cannot 1:team:mos specific weld, repair a 'typewriter,

balance k budget.), to mastery (The student can perform a, specific wetd,

'repair a typewriter or balance a budgei.).

Generally; achievement tests are norm-izeferepiced. However, there has

. .

emerged yet another major emphasis,.that of criterion-referenced tests. Lett

us examine them.and their logical extension to the Concept.< mastery.

Criterion-referenced tests (CRT). Marvin C. Alkin (1974) 'notes that

three definitions of criterion-referenced tests Texist with each being applied

in varying ciicumstances., . The first definition is that of Robert Glaser and

Anthony J. Nitko (1971) who refer to a criterion-referenced test as one that '

is intentionally designed to produce scores which may then be directly inter-.

preted regarding previouslyspecified performance levels related to mastery of

the subject.. These performance levels are established.through be definition

of the domain "0 group of behaviors nor sets of knowledge which the student
..

ashould be.able,i0 perform or know at the end o5 a unit, module, or course.
.

:The second definition is coined bf Major L; Har ris and Deborah Miller

Stewart (1971) who-write that a "pure" criterion-referenceh test is one which

M
-

s
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contains items drawn from the domain or class or behaviors _defined as necess-

ary for, mastery of the subject. The CRT only a sample of behaviors
o.

or sets of knowledge drawn from the domain of reference. The studentcore
4

indAtes the level of student success tf mastery of the domain behaviors or

knowledge: 1
4

.

W. James Popham and T.R. Husek (1969) report a third acceptable defini-

tion in which*.a CRT is used to determine a student's status regarding a per-
.

formance standard or a set criteriou.' They suggest establishing the student's

0
performance in relation to the subject's mastery.

These three definitions may differ in the
.

constraints which are placed on
6

: 4 t .

the
.
criterion - referenced, test,,but they share three common characteristics:

(1) common concern relative to test organization, (2) selection of the

dual test items, and 13) assessment in relation to a pre-determined set of

performance behaviort or. criteria.

llastarx. Assumed within criterion-referenced tests is the concept of

mastery. :Defining mastery has been and continues to be a problem for all

vocational educators. Mastery learning has bein defined in a varietyof ways.

Benjamin 's. 'Bloom (1968) 0mmarizes the basic premise by uniting many

.approaches. He observes that if a normal distribution Of student aptitude or

is.assumed,.i.e., a large number of students have average potential.

Another,
J
assumption is that a smaller numb

average potential. The7type and quality of

er have either more or lest than

instruction PLUS -tie time allotted

for learning to occur is adjustedto meet the individual needs anecharacter-

istics of these students.. If one combines all these. assumptions, then most of
.1

the students should be expected to attain .a mastery level of the subjeCt.

- Bloom notes two types of mastery,
4'

The first is that the mastery of a skill or set of knowledge allows the,

- .'student to transfer' the learning to a new situation. Given a hypothetical or

4

O
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Liq

.

real situation where a weld is needid, the student will select the appropriate

1

.1

one for the materialian4 situation.

The second

4 on a test.

type of mastery refers to the percent or number of items-
,

.

. ,_ ----,...- , 1

the instructor sets 80 percent as,the -mastery level, and
. .

the students attaining that percentage

reached mastery. .

.
.

ir- . .

Related'to these two Opes.of mastery is_the-problem of whether to base
, A 4

mastery upon 'the selection of
8 '

V

. An example of. fhis,prOblem is

on the test are considered to have
.

4

a Correct answer or the production of an answer.
.0 .

the selection- A an a,ccuratelyiwkitten or piC-
RQ

torialdescr*ption of a proper weld as opposed'to the actual production of'an,

. .

accurately *written_ pictorial description of a proper weld. "To be consis-
q. .

,
. .

,tent, if transfer of learning is to take place, then the student should actu-

allyally be able to produce a proper weld in a variety of situations'. 1

Other scales. Major L Harris (1971) establishes five measurement scales

which he felt were directly interpretable without referring to. the scores of

Other students. Four of tine scales are

tion. The mastery level of these scales
1 t

* basis according toAindividual instructor decisions.. Four of Harris,' scales
... .41 '

.

.

are listed \ .10
a .

.,,

)

student taker finish a specific
6

easily applicable to vocational edusca-

ma4be4 determined on I a 'subjective ,

1. Hate scale--The amount of. time A
.

task, e.gt, 15 minutes to complete a specif'iftask.

.

2. Sign scale--The student can or cannot perkorm,a specific task and
., .

does or doesn't achieve mastery of the task. For example; can the student
4. ,

... -

produce a specific weld or balance a wheel, on a single-item performance test?

3. Accuracy scale--The number of timesV proportionately, the student

successfully co letes a specific task. For'example, the studentleCurately

bainces a wheel in three of the four,. times that the task is attempted.

44. Proportion scale- -The portion of a group.of test items, selected-from

O
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1

a previously defined domain of-WiTtery-151mmahcesT-in-which_a student has
k

shown .mastery (knows or can perform) . For example, thi-student can perform

three of four different types of welds.

Assumptions of CRT and mastery. Assuied under the concept of mastery and

A

icriterinnrrefe need tests is the further assumption that there does exist a

.
domaih of corr t responses, performances, or behaviors. A domain of refer-

ence for'appropriate behaviors relative to a specific content area needs to be

thorbughly defined. This domain should not be confused withthe cognitive,

a

psychomotor, perceptual or affective domains as defined by Rloom (1956),

Simpson (1966)i Moore (1967), and Krathwohl (1964). These will be discussed

later. Care:d1 delineation of the domain of correct behaviors assists in test

construction' and student. evaluation. When using' "domains," specific test

items are referenced directly to the prescribed correct behaviors which have

been defined as components of mastery. The components of instruction may be

° ' linked to match the student learning objectives with evaluatioi techniques.

This action would",be applying the concept of "domes a referencing."

Problems of mastery. The concept of mastery learning has at least four

unresolved problems: (1), a working definition of mastery does not exist; (2)

setting some percentage point as a mastery level without determining criteria;

for establishing a mastery` standard is arbitrary; (3) ..-ne use of one score is

the indicator of mastery does not account for the wide range of student

abilities and needs; and (4) the whole of any one skill cannot be feasibly

evaluated.

i
.

Another concomitant problem of using a mastery approach and also one of

RT is that there is total convergence of the specified learner objectives,
.

.

the performance of the learner, and the evaluation. For example,, in voci:-

tiohal educational classes the emphasis is usually On the.completibn of some

"hands, on" activity, skill or product, ("Experiential" is the proper term.)

-19-
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While.we have discussed at greAt length the use of various written tests

as evaluetiontoemustnotea_caution. The term "Certified Mechanic"

means tha*.t a mechanic volunteered to take a rigorous written examination to

test Nis or her kncviedge about the trade. The tests are now nationally

administered through the National Institute for Automobile Service Excellence,

a non-profit corporation based in Washington, D.C. The tests are developed

4 and administered through the Educational Testing Service (ETS) of Princeton,

New Jersey. In addition to passing the examination, a mechanic needs at least

two years of experience as a mechanic.
.3

What we wish to illustrate.by the above example is that most mechanics,
0

if not nearly all, work ai Benjamin S. Bloom's cognitive level 3 -- application.

However,.the test, being a paper and pencil type, cannot test application, per'

Se. Through a series of implied and infer;ed assumptions, if a mechanic can

pass a paper and pencil test, .then that mechanic can certainly repair. an

automobile. Quite obviously there is a discrepancy the manner in which a

mechanic-truly behaVes on the job. Mechanics repair automobiles; they do not
°

0 take paper and pencil tests When doing so;

. The creation of actual performance tests which are converted to paper and

pencil tests takes egreatdeal of time, ,trot ?ht, skill and creativity. By

6

the way, . multiple choice tests Are easily adapted to meet most vocational

'education situations. Our concern is that the students have experience with

paper' and ,pencil problems ...miler to the testing conditions--prior to ever

O

., t

taking the tests!
. I

A To: do a better job of testing, Mere are at lease three major aids- -the
0

4o called "Taxonomies." Let's focus on them as means of improvirig the evalu-

ation piocesi.

. TAXONOMIES

4

,Different types of learning result from different learning experiences.

-20-
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A vocational teacher who plans to teach (help the student to learn) various

outcomes must plan, execute, and evaluate accordingly.

he-toneept-o£-Taxsin.

The concept whidh undergirds all taxonomies as decision - making o s is

S

. .

.

simply thts: not all teacher or student. behaviors are ..he same. Some are

different from others and, accordingly, elicit different responses from the

student and teacher. That is, if the teacher acts differently, the student

)1i

...-

-will re pond in 'different wayi. From this we might infer that the student

thin in earning.

Teachers may be observed by the different actions they perform. These
.

actions tight be formulating performance objectives, or they might include

questions to be.asked 9r test items to be administered.- Within these, clusters

of teacher actions or behaviors (performance objectives, questions, test

items), not all actions are the same. To.illustrate, there is a gteat diffek-

ence between the questions: "When did Henry Ford invent the Model T?" and "Did

Henry Ford really invent the automobile industry?" One way of examining these

differences is to apply the cognitive taxonomy, often referred to as "Bloom's

Taxonomy." The taxonomy is basically a classification system which educators

can use to observe, compare, and evaluate performance objectives, questions,

-written materials, and evaluation methodologies' (tests). But, first let us

discuss thq concept of learning/teaching taxonomies.

What do. we mean- by a' taxonomy? A taxonomy is basically a,classification

4-
system, a way of grouping selected objects together such as plants, animals,

performance,objectives or questions. But We consider a taxonomy to be someT

thing more thea just a classification system. What differentiates a taxonomy

4 from a classification system is that a taxonomy it hierarchical in character-

istic; that is, a taxonomy is a Classification system with a hierarchy of

classes. Not all the classes are at the same level. The method by which the

-21--
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classes are arranged in a hierarchy depends upon the organizing principle and

the,type of taxonomy..

In the taxonomy of the animal kingdom, the phyla are arranged according

to Pvolutionary complexity. Thus the phylum Chordate (animals with back,

bones) is higher than Porifera (sponges ihaixhis-higher-than-P-rotortans. In

Blooll6 Taxonomy, the organizing) principle is that of complexity. Higher

levelsin the taxonomy are assumed to be more'complex than the lower levels.

In addition, the higher levels in Bloom's Taxonomy build upon the lower levels.

If a student can perform at the third level (application) then we also assume

-performance at the two levels (comprehension and knowledge). More on this

later, \

iWhat is meant by cognitive domain? To simplify matters, educators have

divided the types of learning which take place in the schools into three
- 1

areas -: Psychomotor, Affective; and-Cognitive.

The Piychomotor Domain, as_yog may recall, deals with the manipulative or
_

motor-ski 1\area (printing, writing, wiring) .
. -

. The ffctive Domain deals with attitudes, interests and values.
_ .

The ognitive Domain concerns knowledge and the development of intellec-

t

tual abil'tie6 plus some skills. Most of the time,steachers at secondary
. - .

levels ar= concerned with the "Cognitive Domain" because, traditionally, that
,.

is how the have been teained to evaluate..
-

"

How c n the taxonom be used ? Teaching can be envisioned as a triad of .

1

e

.

acts: Ob ectivs lead to evaluation which is related to the teaching act
I

whiCh is crecar related to the objective. This process is cyclical and, in

1
theory,.ne er ending.

1 .
.

..
.

.

In th above the objectives which are formulated should determine
. V .

.

the teachinF procedures and the evaluation procedures. One can use the taxon-
.

omy in ea
1 -0

f hese processes: in formUlating objectives, in developing

-22-
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classroom questions and learning exercises, and in constructing evaluation

instruments or methodologies.

Using a Taxonomy in Vocational Education

For educational tools, such as the taxonomies, to be worthwhile, they

must be useful in the following ways. You may even wart to add your sug-
,

ge§13701m-tir-rhis-li

1. Range of objectives. A taxonomy provides a list of possible ranges

of objectives available in any subject. A close examination of the categories

may keep a teacher from over-emphisizing one level, such as the knowledge

level.

2. Sequencing objectives. An analysis of learning tasks will indicate
4

to the teacher the learning experiences. necessary for the student to obtain

the intended outcomes. The taxonomy frovides a means to sequence learning

from simple to complex outcomes. Sequencing also aids in determining the

order of presentation.

3. Reinforcement of learning. Since each lower category of the taxonomy

is subsumed by the next higher category; reinforcement of irevious learnin5

occurs if learning. experiences are properly sequenced.

4. Cognitive structure provided. -Facts are presented to students in a

cognitive structure by being related to Concepts, applications or problems.

Students are relating facts to larger constructs instead memorizing

isolated facts.

5. ...Congruency. Once an objeCtive (or question) is written and classi-
. 4

4

fled at a particular level, it aids the teacher in selecting more appropriate
op

teaching strategies and evaluating techniques which coincide with the level of

the objective. If an objective is written at the application level, learning.

experiences for students must be provided at the applicationevel. Further,
v .

. students should 6 tested or evaluated at that level. If the goal of a

'
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particular Vocational Education_ course is to teach a person how to asssemble

circuits, then the teaching activities should be aimed toward that goal and

the evaluation. should match. Insuch an example, a paper and pencil test is

incongruent with the learned behaviors.

6. Diagnoses of learning problems. Should a student not'-achieve the

intended outcome at the level specified by the teacher; the teacher can sys-
.

tematically examine at which level the student is encountering the learning

difficulty, and tAereby prescribelaaiti-Unal-experienmei to help 'the student

overcome a specific learning deficit.

7. Learning to learn. Students are able

be sequenced according to the relationship of
0

obtaining amodeliof learning, which-they, too

4k classroom.

8. Designing appropriate test -items. Teachers who understand the prin-

to perceive that learning can

the categories to each other, -

, can use when they leave the

ciple of fairness will be quick to use the taxonomy as a" self-evaluation of

'test items. There is evidence to show that most teachers at most levels teach

at rather 16) levels of thinking. Yet, tests are often constructed at higher

levels of thinking. This is not fair to the ,students. A teacher can match

lebrner objective with the test item to determine if the test ippeoximates the

level of the objective. This is'an application of the concept Of.congruence.
ffi

9. Decision-making. By using a systematic method of analysis,oyou can

decide where the learning will lead and how Much time to devote to establish

ing meaningful prerequisite. skills. A taxonomy can thus approximate an

instructional road map.

Figure 2-1 illustrates one way 'f using the totality of the domains to

determine the kinds of functions which are needed to implement specifiE evalu-
.

ative tasks.
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Adtroinistert4
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.

Interacting-
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Thing, Data

INDIVIDUAL
CHARACTERISTICS

Sequence of Levels of Functioning in Each Activity Area of the Taxonomy
!in ascending order wit/71,1m)
THINGS DATA PEOPLE

.6

Invehting Synthesizing Administering Counseling

Design Generalize Mantas Treat
Create Theorize , Negotiate Mediate
Develop Formulate Formulate Advise

Educate

Analysing Analyzing Supervising
'. .
Test Examine Oversee
Assay bisonose Direct

.. Troubleshoot Classify

Operating Manipulatibg ihteracting

Drive Compute 'Inform
Control Edit Discuss
Employ Compile Instruct
Assemble Translate Persuade

Storing!
Handling Recording Serving

Clean . Register .
O Execute Orders

Carry Memorize !,' Take Instruction
Stack Sort Assist '
Sort Peet Comply
Peck List

0

Source: Yagi, Kan, at al. The Design and Evaluation of Vocational Technical Education Curricula Through
Functional ?lob Analysis, IfurroRRO Technical Report 71.15, June 1971. Cited from: John E. Taylor,
Ernest tc, Montague end Eugene R. Michaels, An Occupation.; Clustering System and Curriculum Implications
fPi- the Comprehensive Career Education Model, Human Resources Research Organization, Technical Report
72.1, Alexandria, VA, January, 192 P. 12. Public Domain Document.
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Figure 2.1. ThreeOhliensionel Representation of Taxonomy

r
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-Levels of- -the- Cognitive Taxonomy

According to nom, et al., there are six_basic, levels of cognitive

learning. They are arvinged in descending order from the lowest level to the

highest:
C

1. Knowledge -- remembering, recall or recognition

2. Compgehensionunderstanding a concept or principle

3. Applicationzusing infopuation in unique situations

4. Analysis-4subdividing an aspect into its component parts

5.- Synthesiscreating a whole from parts

6. Evaluation -- judging via a set of established criteria

An Analysis of the Cognitive Taxonomy
-------------.. 0-

Bloomii4Taxononyhas,been used analytic "tool" since 1956, and an

evalhation of the taxonomy in relation to classrookrusean&other relat'd

research seems appropriate. Such an evaluation would not only point out areas

of concern, but limitationsas well.

On the plus side, the taxonomy has gained widespread acceptance in voca-

tional education and has proven to be a useful tool for curriculum <level-

opMent,,teXibook writing, and instructional and evaluative planning.

Though research for the most part has validated the .hierarchical struc-

tune of the jtaxonomyi this same research has raised several questions. The

questions seem to'be focused on the lower and upper ends of the taxonomy.

However, the questions posed should not overshadow the practical, utility of

the taxonomy. Further research on the taxonomy should piove.instrumental in

'. refining a valuable educational tool with direct implications for-curriculum

decision-making by the classroom teacher.

This and other cognitive taxonomies provide a Convenient reference system

for vocational teachers at all levels. It is more difficult to provide educa-

tional experiences at. the analysis, synthesis and evaluation levels.. Perhaps,

3-26- 34
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vocational .educators must simply place more emphasis on applicatioN n,than on

the three higher, levels. 'This does not imply that vocational teachers should

not attempt higher 1pvel areas. Yet, we suggest that vocationaleducato rs,,

-attempt the latter three to the utmost since the students should have the
\\

basic competencie's to accomplish higher level.skills.
- - _

-The.one major contribution to teaching is.that use o£ the taxonomy brings
-

to the cognitive. awareness level the fact that teaching and learning can have

4 -

a structure. But the teacher-decides what the structure wkll be.

,

-The Affective Domain
. . .

Whi.e the Cognitive Domain concerns those. "intellectually" related goals
_ -

. . .

of the schools,--there is Othanother domain which relates to feelings, atti
- J

tudes and emotions--the Affective Domain. They latter may probably be more

important than the former but not-in our/industrially'oriented.society..

Production and attainment- ure held in higher esteem than is "feeling good"

about iaiething,-.....And, following those societal goals, we shall merely intio-
____,

.
-----__.

duce the Affective Domain, knowing faiirwel-that we have done so.-

The developers of the Affective Domain* wanted to establish reference

points in this vital area so that instructional objectives could be developed

within a systematic framework. Five major areas are described in the domain:

1. Receiving

2. Responding

ip

'3. Valuing

4. Organiiation

5, Characterization by a Value or Value Complex

These five areas are then.subdivided, just as is the Cognitive Domain. Below

*David R. Krathwohl, Benjamin S. Bloom, and Bertram B. Masia. Taxonomy
;of Educational Objectives: The Classification of Educational Goals. Handbook

A II: Affective Domain. New York: David McKay, 1964.
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is a very brief outline of the entire Affective Domain. YOu are referred to

the source for further study and details -just as we used it for the outline'

.presented here. ".

Receiving. The initial claasification.in the Affective Domain relates to

a learner's ability to be sensitive to happenings in the...environment.' In

short, we want-to provide instruction so that students and citizens.can recog-

nize that some phenomenon is taking place. To become sensitive, one must
"-

deionstrate-"Awareness," which is the first subdivision of Receivin-g. Being

is only the entry step- This is followed by the category of "Willing-

ness to Receive". The -fin-al subdivision of Receiving -is- "Controlled or

Selected Attention". You-demonstrated selectedattention when you decided to-,.

.

focus on thispage, 'rather than the local newspaper, which may be on the same

desk or table on which this monograph is.plecgd.-

- 7
These behaviors are all controlled by the individual. The individual is

, cognitively aware that the behaviors are being emitted.-- Further, think fora

mOment that. the- abOVe'described afiective behaviors can all be iatight_and

learned. That becomes one major contribution of the Affective Domain,
. -

Responding. The second major element id-the Affective Domain is called

"Responding may be willing 'to receive, and the like, that

behavior needs an action component. Thusc_responciing behaviors are demon-

strated by. actually engaging \in activities which- relii-e--to-seceiving:

-"Acquiescence in ReSpondirm" is the, first subdivision of Responding which is

. demonstrated when one -compl.ies to riglations or conventions, "Willingness,

to Respond" is the second -subdivision. 'he third subdivision in thesOajor

category of Responding is "Satisfaction in Red once.":
..

Valuing." The third major category in tii Affective - Domain is called.
4

. "Valuing". As may be connoted from the term, it mans that one internalizes

the concept of "worth. n 4hat sets this category in pro er perspective is'that -
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the Valuing is- exhibited by the individual as a motivated and deliberate

action or behavior- -not simply the millingness:to acquiesce.

, .

(1) °Acceptance of a Value.,"There arp three subdivisions to Valuing:
-

(2) "Preference. for a Value" and (3)_"Commitment".

are nearly defined in their titles.

Organization. As a learner's experiences

These three' subdivisions

broaden, there comes a point

where values:begin to be ordered, classified or arranged. When such behaviors

occur, then that-individual is _operating at the fourth major categoryst the

"Affective Domain -- "Organization ". Within Organization are two subcategories:

"Conceptualization of a Value" and "Organization of a Value System".

Characterization by a Value-or Value Complex. The, highest category of

the Affective Domain is a demonstration of behaviors that shows that an in-

dividual -acts_ on a rather consistent basis with those internalized values

which the individual'holds.- ,In Affective Domain talk (almost like CB jargon)
.

acting as one believes is described as Characterization by a Value or
v. ti

"Value Complex". The first of two subdivisions within the broad category is

"Generalized Set," consistent. actions or commitment to attitudes, beliefs-or

- .

values. The.final subdivision is "Characterization,m which implies that an
. .

.

'.

individual is completely subsumed by the vallue. 4 '

. . . -

We _re-alize that our treatment is _highly abstract, but if you 14111 only

,ponder on the implications for the schools and the impact of your field on 'thi '

total.enidronment
.

of the schools, you will quickly generate lists-of actin-

mhiCh could accompany those cognitive or intellectual objectives. As

Robertrtiager 'wrote .in the front piece of his book Developing Attitude

Toward Learninl (1968),4rf--1-do_ little elZe, I want'to send my'students away

. with at least as much. interest in the su as_ I teach as they had when they

0

arrived."
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A Very Brief Analysis

11,

Recognizing that we havesnot adequately treated the topic, we will,. at

any rate, attempt to.analYie the Affettive Domain as'it relates to instruction.

In our opinion, this domain lends to generate far too many subcategories for
4,

the typical teacher to use.-.-lit also infer that the differences betweensub-
. e

.divisions are too artificial. Some of the subcategories seem to be Very

similir to-selected categories of'the 'Cognitive Domain. Finally, the time

that is needed in the ichoolsto provide all the necessary experiences for

both the cognitive and affective dimensions of learning would be overwhelming.

Yet, we can counter, "What are schools for ?" The kindi of work and
4

vocational attitudes that are developed in vocational education certainly

affect the students. Our attitudes toward ltarning are school related. Our

attitudes about interactiniwith each other are ,shap18, in part, in the

'schoOls. The. belief in- one's self is highly school related. All of. these

°
aspects are more'important than learnidt and promptly forgetting die differ-

.ence between transitive and intransitive 'verbs..

Perhapic, the very best of our vocational teachers subtly interweave bOth

the cognitive and affective consequences in'their instruction. Recall that

there is a high trobfbility that the teachers -whom you likld best, just' also

happened to teach the subjects that you also liked best. . f

. A --

We dOn't-have the answer to the perplexing problem of merging thi Cogni-

. . . ..

tive and the 'Affective components of _instruction: Perhaps one of you now

readingthis paragraph may synthesize and publish that solution!

THE PSYCHOMOTOR DOMAIN

air

One of the newer domains to foin the taxonomies is that of the
1

Psycho-
... 2

motor Domain-which articulateS movement instruction in a.syttematie manner.

.There are several classification systems developed yin this a rea, while there

are few in the previous twodoplains. The system which we chose to illUStrate

. .
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is that which the American Associationu for Health, Physical. Zducafion, and
$

v

Recreation (AAFHPER) has produced:

Ann E.'Jewett and Marie R. Mullan, i"Movement Process Categories.,"
.from "Movement Processes in Physical Education Teaching-Learning."
In, Curriculum Design: Purposes and Processes JaPhysical Education
.TeachingLearning, Washington, D. C.: American Alliance for Health,
Physical Education and Recreation, pp. 9-101977:

One mistaken 'notion that the more "intellectually" oriented teachers;`

often have is that psychomotor skill's are of little concern to learning cogni-

ive tasks. We say "mistaken" because, if one analyzes the ways in which we

:learn, .they' are anything but static. We move about, coordinating' hand -eye
. . , .

movements.or leg-hand-eye-brain actions almost-continually. Thus, there ought
,., .

. to be included within the curriculum means by which to organize theohysical

movements associated with living in a systematic manner.

The. conceptual framework of Jewett and Mullan's Psychomotor Domain pro-

gresses froraindividual needsro those of social interaction:

1. Fully developed humaris.

2. Ability to control and adopt tht phyiical environments
4 . s

3., Ability to relate to others in interactions'and Culture'
.

The Classification Scheme

Below is quoted the general areas of the "Movement ProcesS,Categories" of

the Jewett and Mullah psychomotor domain with the permission of the American

Alliance for Health, phyiieal Education and Recreation; and the authors. Note

the ease of application of these processes to vocational education skills.

A.- Generic Movement: Those movement operations or processes which facilitate
the-development of characteristic and effective motor patterns. They are

- -typically exploratory operations in which the learner receives or "takes in"
data 4 he or she

-
moves. / ,

1. *Perceiving,: -Awareness of total body relationships and bf self in
'motion. .These awarenesses may be evidenced.by body positions or
motoric acts.; they may be sensory in the't: the mover feels the equil-
ibrium of body weight and the movement of limbs; or they may be
evidenced cognitively thrOughidentificatioU, recognition,.or differ-
entiation,

.
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2. Patterning: Arrangement and use of body parts in successive and
.

, harmonious ways to achieve a moveMent pattern cr skill. This process
is de,endent on recall and performante or a moNegent previously
demonstrated or experienced.

B. Ordinative Movement: The processes of.organizing, refining, and perform-

. . ing skillful movement. The processes involved are directed toward the'
Orgauization of perceginal motor abilities with a view to solving parti-7.t

-

cular movement tasks or requirements:
O V

I,. 4
"

0 i

cl. Adapting: Modification
.

of a patterned movement to meet externally
imposed task demands.. This would include .odification of a particular
movement to perform it under different .conditions. .

:

2. Refining! Acquisition of smooth, efficient control'in'performing a.
movement'pattern or skill by mastery of spatial, and .ter oral rela-
tions.. This processdeals with the achievement of precision in motor
performance and habituation of performance under more comple4mOndition.s.

C. Creative MOVement: Those motor performances which, include the processes
a inventing or creating movement which Will serve the persOna). (individ-
ual) purposes of the learner. The processes employed are directed toward
discovery;Iintegraiion,.abstraction, idealization, emotional qbjectifica-

ik andtiond composition. i

-,

. .,
.

... 6 ',
1.- Varying:. Invention or construction operLonally unique options ini

motor'perforlance. These options are limited to different ways of .

performing" movement; they are of an immediate situational'
nature and'lack any predetermined movement behavior which has been
externally imposed on the'mover.

. ,

.

2, Improvisine Extemporaneous origination or initiation of personally
novel movement or combination of movement. The processes involved...

may be stipulated by a situation externally structured, althoughcon-
. scious planAng on the part of the performer is nottusually required.,'

3. Composing: Combiniition of learned movement in personally unique motor
designs or the intention of movedent patterns new to the performer,.
The performer treites a motor response in terms of a personal inter-

.

pretation of the movement situation.

Conclusion
..

i.

. .

The use 4f the taxonomies as aids to vocational evaluation are critical.
V

',Ifone teaches at one level and tests or tvaluates at
*

anoiheri:4en'the stu-
. .

. , . . 4 . '% ,

dent is being abused. Zurther, the type of evalqatiod being. used should
.

.

reflect li scope and sequence of skins which are. hierarchically 'arranged.
4 t 4 ; .

. v 4. t .

Thus, vocational educators do have a theoretical framework oh which to hos"
, ..

0

their objectives. Our next 'chapter will address the`. concept of evaluation
.... -

.

.
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modeli so, that the process, may be viewed from even a greater perspective.

Finally, we r st caution that while the domains tend to be .theoretically

oriented, their applications can be universal in vocational education. For

example, the current "brief enthusiasm" for accountability is almost totally

inappropriate for vocational educators. While there is a very strong Intel-
.

lectual component in vocational edutation, that component is not the only

component. Thus, the cognitive domain should receive'equal attention with the'

affectivejand.cognitive domains by vocational educators.

Employers desire persrns who have good attitudes, who can work indepen-
.

dently, who .can get along with others, who show initiative and who can

complete,fa job wit h'pride.
, ,.

Vocational educators have long known about the above traits. In most

instances, the "affective" skills are taught to persons. enrolled invocational

e A
courses or programs. So we caution you--do not abandon the traditional stress

on values .a nd skills for the "ease and convenience" 'of' cognitive test

profiteers.

P

Now let us examine one set of

0

/

those evaluation modelsi.
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Chapter 3

SELECTING AN'APPROMATE EVALUATION MODEI.

O

The goal of 'all education; giiien adequate availsble resources, is' to
r

t
offer the tighest quality program posihle. If vocational administrators and

teachers are to maximize the quality.of their programs, they, must 'lest

tredible information so that their decisions will also reflect well--in a''

qualitative aemse. We now focus dur attention on the selection of evaluation

-models by which vocational educators may assess Xheir'programs. The task,

>

which, confronts the vocational education evaluator is to -select from among the

many available alternative models.

A REVIEW OF SIX MODELS

We have selected six well -known models for discussion. Examine each to

obser0e their coAmonalities. With such analysis, you can produce your own

v
eclectic model. The .six models whichwill be presented are:

1. Accreditation Model

2. iirlerian Model

3. CUP. Model

4, CSE Model

5. Formative and Summatiye Model

6. Single Subject Design Model

As you may recall, in Chapter 1 we stated that any conducted' evaluation

r

.

must ultimately lead to bettei decision- making. That common thread will be
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woven throughout the ,six models. Evaluation should not.be perceived as being

a mechanism by which to fix blame or to be destructive. If any evaluation'is

to be helpful, it must be viewed as a formal process by which programs are

improved through improved decision-making which is based upon objective data.

Now, on to those models.

The. Accreditation Model*

Accreditation represents the oldest type of evaluation activity.' This

model, typically uses the role of the "expert observer." Emphasis is placed on

the processes or means of education as opposed to conseqUences of educational

activities on the learner., Procedures have been developed by such organiza-

tions as the American Vocational Association, National Council for the Accred-

itation of Teacher Education, and the North Central Association of Colleges

and Secondary gchools. Accreditation reports are used to identify deficien-

cieh in the education of students and their teachers and to withhold accredi-

tation of programs or place embargoes on graduates if deficiencies are dis-

coverealtd are not corrected. The variables examined in evaluating the

programs typically include such criteria as those emp'hasized by the North

entral Association:
a

1. The "genepal intellectual and moral tone" of the school

2. The school plant

3. Iristructional equipment and supplies

t4 4. The library and its services

5. Financial data and personnel records

6. "Policies of the school board

*The authors wish to thank Dr. William P. McDougall and Dr. James T.
Shoemaker of the Department of Education of Washington State University for
their generous assistance 'and permission to use some of their previously
written materials about the Accreditation and Tylerian Models.
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,

7. Organization and administration of the soh41

8.' Teacher qualifications (degrees, subject matter preparation)

9. Teaching load

10. Whether the curriculum meets pupils' needs and interests

4
11. Guidance services

12. The school as educational and recreational center for the entire
community

Implicit in this approach is the assumption that the quality of the

facilities, the number of course units in the curriculum, and the number and

kinds of courses taken by the teachers have a significant effect on the qual-
. ,

ity of vocational education..

High degrees of standardization have evolved in the development of our

4
accreditation procedures and the utilization of systems describing such varia-

bles as training requirements, course units, plint facilities and finance.

Little attention is paid to direct evidence of learnei behavior. Gene V.

Glass (1969) has observed that instructional outcomes are wedded to the

faculty theory of psychology in vogue in the early 1900's. He noted' that such

theory is quite prevalent in Our curricula. We would add that the "account-

ability" movement is equally as misguided. Such psychology persists in large

part to this day as far as the traditional approach to accreditation is con-

cerned, an assumption which is not now universally accepted but one which sus

gone unexamined in many accreditation practices. The Accreditation Model has

borrowed little from.the behavioral and social sciences.,

Overtones of this model can quickly be recognized as having direct par-
.

allels in our traditional patterns of teacher certification. An accreditation

visit embraces almost precisely the variables which are reflected in most

standardcertificatimpatem.Timse include the number of course units

teachers have fulfilled, extent and reputation of the training institution,

-37-
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degrees,of'faculty, and size of ribriry. Little attention has been given to

the direct assessment of learner behavior except as it is incorporated in

standard course .patterns.

A major weakness `of the Accreditation Model is that standardization and

wide acceptance of a process does not guarantee its effectiveness. Processes

must be continually validated through experience and research as reflected in

learner behavior. Counting and tabulating institutional artifacts may indeed

be an exercise inutility if a direct "link to learner outcomes is not present.

Standards against which vocational education programs are evaluated cannot be

totally arrived at through deliberation of.experts on the subject but rather
4

. .

must depend, in part, on direct assessment of the performance of the learner.
.

.

Other deficiencies were noted in Chapter 2..

The Accreditation Model is incorporated in most state education agency

evaluations. Thus, we must address the model as one which will probably be "-

around for some time.

The Tylerian Model '

The Tylerian Model was 'originally devised as a curriculum evaluation

model during the 1930's for the .classic "Eight Year Study." The basic method-

ology was presented by Ralph" W. Tyler and his associates (Smith and Tyler,

1942; Tyler, 1951) and has had broad application and influence in all areas of

,(4

education.

Tyler's. Model places almost exclusive priority on learner behaviors:. It

is the ends of instruction and not the means, or processes which are important.

'.Thesteps in the Tylerian .Evaluation Model are to:

2. Forbulate objectives. ' Determine the broad goals of the program.

2. Classify objectives. Develop a typology of objectives so an economy
of thought and action may be achieved.

3. Define objectives in behavioral terms. This feature has become the
.

cornerstone of.9.e Tyler Model. "Modern" methodologies of evaluation
h 4.
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which rest heavily-upon the specific, behavioral statement of objec-
tives have not moved beyond Tyler's thoughts on evaluation in the
Eight. Year Study.

4. Suggest situations in which achievement of objectives will be
shOwn.

Develop-or select appraisal techniques (s.$ndardized tests, ad hoc
tests., questionnaires.

6. Gather and interpret performance data. The final step in the evalua-
'tion process involves the measurement of student performance and the:
comparison of performance data with behaviorally stated objectives.

The Tyler Model has had pervasive influence on edWcational!.thought-the

. ,

past few years. It' has served to help shift -the focus of- our tWnking.from

process to product and to make explicit the need for clearly defined goals in

terms, of loardbr behaviors. Though direct learner influence is difficult to

assess, it is probably the Tylerian Model which has encouraged educators to

incorporate more current research from the social and behavioral sciences into

the methodology of education. Tyler's efforts have lead to hm model being

utilized- in packaged learning approaches, accountability.by pbjective plans,

as well as many federal program evaluation efforts. The key emphasis, as it

relates to thelrocesses*of vocational evaluation is the direct definition e d

assessment of learner behaviors.

Although the Tylerian point of view was initially creative, it has almost

evolved into a mass (mess) of quickly written behavioral objectives. After

years of experience latii.this model, there are unsolved problems which con-

tinue to, reoccur. Four of those unsolvedproblems follow.

For a significantly large portion of vocational education curricula, the

actual behaviors that are desired cannot be observed directly: Training and

instructing must be evaluated through classroom tests, by observation in. role

playing situations or simulated exercises, and through the learner's written

or spoken reactions. These-behaviorsdo not fully represent Teal performance.

Behavior models and instrument development and validation are still at
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primitive stages. Definition and measurement of most psychomotor behaviors

constitute major stumbling blocks.

Research to establish desired behaviors for various vocational purposes

is incomplete and, indeed, must be a continuous and evolving process.

Thelylei Model has been used now for nearly one-half a century. Despite

A.)0
the fatt;hat it-:itill has ardent defenders, it alone is ipadequate as a model

. 1...-,,

-*
-2... ..,-....

v.1
forwhiImatiukiih "e tutcomes of instruction and.training, .It is ill suited() o

A!'fi :,e,. .. ., '.i.

evaluating .problems of vocational' organizational planning, iScilitjes,iadd.
f

equipment, program 'rationale, or financing. It has and does -make a signifi-

cant contribution to educational thought in that it emphasizes the .central
. .

importance of lqarner behavior/performance.

CIPP Model'

The CIPP Evaluation Model was developed by Daniel L. Stufflebeam (1970,

1971) to provide a mechanism to improve both the intended types of deciSions

vc, that'were being made about programs as well as the actual decisions that were,

in,fAct, made about programs. Stufflebeam perceives evaluation as having at

least two major ends: (1) to determine *e objectives, i.e., planning de-

cisions
.

cisions and (2):'to judge and react to what has actually taken place, i.e.,

recycled.decisions. Further, the. CIPP Model views as "means" the procedures

4
by which decisioniT implemented. .

%

., .

. .
.. I

Thus, the CIPP Model, is a means by which alternative decision- making to

current practices is a basic' component. To accomplish any evaluation,

Stufflebeam suggests that evaluations be continual and systematic processes.

To conduct the systematic evaldative processes., there Are four major eValua-,
.

tion aspects: (1) context, (2) input, (3) prooAs, and (4) product. You will

r P

note that these four concepts leid to the acronym of CIPP. Each of the compo-

nents is used as s. means leading to specific decisionr,making actions.

Stufflebeam views the decision-making process as that which would modify,

48



adjust, sustain, or discontinue an educational program or_any of its parts.

Context evaluation, According-to Stufflebeam, is conducted where the

activity takes place so that. one may gather information concerning needs,

problems and objectives. The context evaluAtion is a "reality" check.

Input evaluation is accomplished. so that data may be gathered about

strengths and weaknesses of alternaive.strategies which could also accomplish -

the brogramis objectiv- es. Thus, context elialuadon takes: place to identify
O

the best possible objective to accomplish a desiied end. Input evaluation

would then require judgments about relative strengths and weaknesses of the

procedures whith.are used to implement the objectives.

Process evaluationevaluation is accomplished to 'Obtain information about the exact

strategies which ate Used to implement the procedures. By using' proceis

evaluation methods, one. would determine the various techniques, strategies,
)

and designs by which procedures are implemented in a program.

.

Product evaluation refers to inover-all"decisionmaking process in which
_ .

-.a
one wouldcontinue a project as is, modify the project and continueto useit,

or terminate the project.

To' use.'the CIPP Model;-there are several issues which must be addressed.

.

There is peed for personnel who would determine the various sPeoific aspects

of each of these CIPP components. These persons would have to specify exactly

what would be contai ned
.
in the context, input, process, and pro4uct dimen-

.

sions Second, personnel would have to be identified to collect the data for

each of the four areas. Finally, a series of standards would have to be

developed by which the evaluation itself would be judged either meaningful or
h

useless.
.

Figure 3 -1 illustrates how, the CIPP Model -may be used as a 'decision-
.

making model which stresses` a projkt's objectives and methods in relationto

decision-making
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OBJECTIVE

METHOD
44?

RELATION TO
DECISION-
MAKING IN THE
CHANGE PROCESS

CONTEXT EVALUATION
t

I PUT EVALUATION
.

.

To define the operating

,

To identify and assess
.

system capabilities,context, to identif .and
-assess-needs an opfortuni- available input sErat-.
ties'in the context, and to
diagnose problems underlying
the needs and opportunities.

egies, and designs for
implementing the
.strategies.

. .

.
.

.

.

,

.

.

.

By describing the context;
by comparing actual and
intended inputs And outputs;
by comparing probable and,
possible system performance;
and by analyzing possible
causes of discrepancies
between actualitiesand
intentions.

. ..

. ,

"By describing and analy-
zing available human-and
material resources,
solution strategies, and
procedutal designs for
relevance, feasibility
and economy in the course
of action to be taken.

.

* .
e

For deciding upon the set- For selecting sources of
tins to be.served, the goals, support, solution strate-
associated with meeting
needs or using opportunities,
and the ob'ectives associated

gils, and procedurar-
designs, i.e., foe'
structuring change,

with solving problems, i.e.,
for planning needed,cfianges.

activities.

.............--

FIGURE 3-1: THE CIPP MODEL'S FOUR TYPES'OF EVALUTION

Source: Daniel L. Stufflebeam, "Programmatic Change." A paper presented. at
the Annual Convention of the American Vocational Association, Ne4 Orleans, LA,
December 5, 1970. Reproduced with the written permission of Daniell. Stufflebe'am.
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OBJECTIVE'

METHOD

RELATION Ift,

macula- 1\

MAKING IN TM'
. -MANGE PROCES\

0

FIGURE 3-1, COttinuedis THE Chi' MODEL'S FOUR TYPES OP EVALUATION

&=.
PROCESS EVALUATION PRdbUCT EVALUATION

To 'identify or predict

_preceSs, defects in t
procedural: design or As
implementation or to provide-
information .fqr the pre -

programmed decisions, and
to Maititain a record of
procedural events and
activities.

I

To relate outcomeinfoew
oration toZ53;a1Ves and
to context, input, and
process information.

By_monit9ring the activi-
ty's potential procedural'
barriers and remaining alert
to unanticipated ones, by
obtaining specified infor-
mation for programmed
decisions, and by describing. I

the actual process,

By defining operatiolally.
And measuring,criteiia
associated with 'the objec-.*
tives,.by comparing these
measurementsmith prede-
termined stindaids or com-
parative bases,.and by
interpreting the ouicomes,
in-terms'of recorded con-
text,-input, and process
information.

For implementing and
refining the program
design and procedure,
i.e.,.for effecting
process control.

Por,deciding to continue,
terminate, modifi.:73i7W-..
focus a change-activity,
and for linking the Ac4..
vity to other Major phases
of the chahge proc6ss,
i,e., for recycling change
activities.

Source: Daniel L. S ufflebeam, "Progeimiatic Cha nge." A 'paper presented' at
the Annual Convention of the American Vocational Association, New Orleans, LA,
December 5, 1970. Reproduced with the written permission of Daniel L. Stufflebeam.
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Stutflebeam views evaluation much as we do--that is, 'proactive. Pro-
.

active means that the evaluation .A.s conducted so that it may provide informa-
i

tion concerning decision-making all along _eproject's 'route. :The CIPP Model
. .

. ..
. .

is not a model which can be used simply as a final evaluation technique.
,,. .

Finally, theCIPP Model is. oriented to the users. :

,'Further, the model could help school programs to be more_ credible to.
... .

,

outside agencies whidhfund vocational education. For example, if onepre t&
. . 0 0

1 .

conduct a pioject sponsored under a grant, from tike Res arch Coordihating Unit
. .

4 .

of the Washington State Commission for Voca Education Che4 the CUP:

Model could be used to show what took place during the.eniiZefauration'of the
4

J

v .

project. To be suite, there would be several technical cohponenes

Model. These would include the identification of what exactly was
v .*

evaluaed, the kind of evaluation instruments that you would use,

of the CIPP:

going to be

your samp-
. f.

ling and data gathering 'techniques and your method's of analysis.

There,ik-a-major problem InVolftd when Using the CI* Model: It uses a
:

very \popiplex methodology.

,educational processes andto

It also ,tend to over -value the efficiency Of
.

.

under-valUe student goals and aims. HoweVer, the

CIPP Model, is one that co0d use either inside staff 'evaluators or. outside
.

. educational auditors%, The strength. -of the model lies in its co,ntin ed focus

_
on evaluation for decision-making:

The CSE'Model,

Marvin C. Alkin,

UCLA has suggested a
.

principle of the CSg

Director of the Center of

rather eclectic evaluation

Model is that evaluation is

the Study.;of Evaluation at

model ,(1p70). The basic

a continuing process which

aids decision-makers to select better among alternatives. (The latter element
, . .

seems to be a universal.) :Yet, it should be noted that to select among alter-
.

natives'means just th4ts Evaluation must be viewed,

.

52
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by which directions might be changed, programs modified or eliminated and

personnel.thanged as, need be. In most cases, vocational evaluators do not use

.

evaluation to specify alternative directions. The identification of such

alternatives, then, becomes a function of the evaluator.

CSIVelements. = Alkin (1970) identified five evaluation requirements. and

.

their concomitant decision'areas. The five couplets, if you will, are':

Decisions . 4 , Evaluattone

1., Selection of Objectives or Problems Needs Assessment

2. Programs to meet
'7

3. Piogram Operati ns
s

4.. Program Improvers

5: Piogram,Certific

It may be noted that

discussed. Abikin stresse

term) requires colle

data, and finally a' d

bjectives

O

ion -

Plans

Implementation

Progress

Outcomre

hese elements are similir to many. of those already

that, each 'of the five couplet areas (couplet is our
-

Ion of informa'tion, an evaluation of that ihfOrmation or

evaluivir must realize t

success. lf

ision biked 'on 'the'in011isation. In all steps the

at the judgments are based only on iprobability-of

When
i

ne.judges a vocational program, the first two element-coupios

bwouldbe m st critical, Objectives -needs assessments and program plans.,

However

would rel

implements

he judging of instructional components of the Vocational p'rogram

chiefly on the last three element,conplets, i.e., operations-

.

ions, imprOvement-progeess, and certification-outcome.

One poink'remains foremoet in the CSE Model: The.emphasis'is always on

improved decision-making capabilities of the persons who are4diiectly affected

by or who have effect on the vocational 'programs by continuous. data collec-
.

-tions, In short, the procesi is never ending.

o

-
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Formative and Summative Evaluaiiou

A basic objective ".bf any ,evaluation system is to,determipe the extent to
-..

. .

which the project oVjecO.ves being achiev,ed and the impact that the.pro-

.pct ;e' having on the paticipadts. To. accomplish this, evaluationobjective,

two additional evaluation me%ftOologiei are offered for use do vocational
. \

.
educators:' (1) formative, .and (2 summative. None other than

.

Benjamin $.
.

.

\

. , 4S -

Bldbm (1968 and 1971) and others have -suggested this mode. Letb up examine- its

components.

Formative evaluation. F

bac k in a rather immediate

designed tb monitor aspects

eme rging. By using

and rectified. For

the students to do

troUble-shootirii may
.

check the 'students,'

s

ormative
\
evaluation is .designed to .provide feed-

,
,

r.

sense. Formative instruments are specifically ,
i

\
, -- -

of any.program`to determinIL where problems are

formative iv:valuation, problems will .e quickly identified

example, if some methodology is being used which causes

poorly, it will. be through formative evaluation that
-4 '

take place. Often teachers give assignments but do not

work until the conclusior. of the projectwhich is too

late!. By continually checking the "smalr steps," voca *nal teacherii might
k

ideritifypotentially detrimental 3earning or even instliuctional problems.
.

0
Evaluators should initiate formative evaluation techniques so that, they can

observe many different perspectives of the program or course while, it,is

/.actually 1n'operation., /

/
Only a few selected items need. to be checked at any

-

one formatiVe eval-
t

uatiori. These would all be based on the stated learning'_or project obec-

tives. One doesn't'need a lengthy listing of items. The important point is
14,

that the feedback ir,collected while thereis'adequate time to make idjusi-.

ments to thd detailed project plant.
't

. I

.The
rationale for,formativ e evaluatihn is to prdvide data on which to'

,

make correctives-1-immediately, if not sooner! When students and program

9
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staff members alike realize that they afire being' constantly monitored and

helped, they tend to become more responsible and become more productive. The

. .
.

instructional climate and total program environment become positive and

supportive. That is precisely, the kind of learning climate that one ought to -

\
always subscribe when directing vocational c assee. Conversely, vocational

1

research proj'ects, have "gone on the rocks" because the project director was
1

1
.,

_

-not ;evaluating project activities over short Periods of time but waited until
...

\

fl the very end of the project to accomplish a one7shot final evaluation.
,

.
\ - 1

Using formative evaluation is much more subtle than simply specifying
\

performance objectives. Formative evaluation -requires tIat the vocational

project director carefully observe 'a selected ,set of experiences for all

participants. For example, in most vocational programs, some form of labora-

tory activity is used to build a cluster of generic skills for future use. A
o

person subscribing to IsIrmative evaluation would monitor the skills and, when'

a student did, poorly, would provide a new set.of experiences. To correct any

noted learning deficiency, one cannot wait to take the "final exam."- Correc-

tives are an integral part of the formative evaluation plan.

r

For.example., one simple' method by which to ,record formative data is to

'tabuTe the absolute numbers or of both individual or group

activities. A project director could compare group data on a graph so that

the directions of the groups could be visually Oispl:Ted for instant analysis.

The essential characteristic of formativeevaluation is that "hard data"

are,being collected so tha' they may add a more "objective" evaluation of what

is usually considered ,as "soft data" or the subjective elements oevaluation.

But, more importantly, corrections are built into the scheme, so that feedback

is used when it is needed most-not strned fdr the future.

Suinmative 4.valuation, That-evaluatio 'which is conducted as the final or

concluding task is called summative-evalu tion. We 'should note thaesummative

f a
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evaluation miet be the, final formative evaluation of a course or project.

Summative evaluations may take several forms, just so that they are consistent

with the prescribed objectives of .the program, course or module. Again,

.4.

summative data could, be tabulated into absolute responses and then as a percen-
:.

%

,.
. /

Cage for each item. uomparions between students could also be made on swim-
.

tivedata (but not on'the foil ative measures). The final grade i, of course,

determined by the summative evaluationsN.B, plural -- evaluations. One does

not have one summative evaluation. These evaluations are placed at logical

points in the.program or/ project, such as at the ends of units,. chapters,
f

modules or learning activity packages.

The summative sets could then be arranged in a profile to'illustrate the

tives), then why n t

sudr-o-evaluation acti'ities. Formative data would providefeedback; while

/
the summative scores would lead to "grades" or "judgments" abOut the quality.

of the performances.

Most projects fail because evaluation is a one-shot, post-evaluation.

Such an evaluation strategy can-never aid a project. It's too late, for the

project is over.

Of course, it i}may be argued that formative and summative tedhniques.will

j 4

,cause the direction of the project to change. Why, yes, we agree; and we

would submit tha if properly used, the objectives of the pro:ect might even

be altered.

I /

r.

SuCcess is the tin etlying tenet of this technique. If a program, course

or project needs be modified because of unrealistic expectations (objee-,

Perhaps.the mOst compelling reason in, support of the formative-and summa -

Live model is that there are really no surprises" at the end of the project.

With early feedba/k systems being built into the system, all elements should

converge on

-48- 56
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Si_ ogle Subject Design Elodel

Although' the emphasis in vocational education is usually on the use of
,

groups as mticipants, there has emerged a rather new evaluation technique,

commonly ccilled "single subject design." This technique is most closely

associated with contingency management or behavior' modification techniques.

Its popularity stems from the rationale that an individual provides beh a

control and experimeatal basis, depending on the criterion of intervention.

'Rather simply explained, the process contains at least five major steps,

-The initial step is to determine some "inappropriate" behavior that the

subject demonstrates or perhaps determine some behavior that you deem approp-

riate which the subject lacks. The second step.is to actually count the times

that the inappropriate behavior or action is shownaby the subject. This is

called establishing - rate Count dr establishing the . baselirke (number of

respodses divided by time). See Figure 3-2 for an example.

The third step is to intervene, with some specific act which may cause the

subject to accelerate or decelerate the initially. described behavior or action.

Rate counts are maintained during all phases. If the new behavior changes in

the -- direction desired away from the baseli e, then you may.have found the

correct "reinforcer" or intervening variable.

The unique asp^ct of this design is not to s op at step three but to add

step four--revision back to the conditions as they e sted initially. Such a

reversal should then cause the subject to revert to the
N\

original behavior or

action and to show a rate count approximating the baseline. if one observes

that the desired direction continues even after the intervening /Nariable has

an withdrawn, then learning can be assumed to have taken plaCe with 4 very

powerful reinforcer or extinguisher. An inference could be made that the

subject is now, to use a nonbehavioral term, a "self7actualizer."

Reintroduction of the intervening variable used, in step three is often

-49-'
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Figure 3-2.. TypiCal Chart Illustrating Student-"Turning in Work" Behaviors
During Four,Phases of Behavior Modification Paradigm using SinAi Subject
Deiign.
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the final experimentor action. If the appropriate actidn or reinforcer has

been determined, then the subject will once again exhibit behavior and a rate

count similar to that,during the third phase of this process.

By using single subject design you can use small numbers of individuals

to act as intact ,"groups" for control and experimental phases, respectively,

for your study. This design allows for easy replication or duplication, which

in large group projects is. both difficult to accomplish and costly to conduct.

For more information and numerous reports refer to the Journal of Applied

Behavioral Analysis which publishes, almost exclusively, single subject desi n

studies.

In Conclusion
,.,

.

The above may all sound overpowering to the novice who has a "good'idea'

about evaluation. But remember, ideas are not implemented--the procedures\

are! Collectively, the evaluation procedures and learning objectives must

support each other. This does not mean that your creativity' is, being curbed:
P4 .

It simply means that your creative efforts must be logically and systehat-

icarly, developed so that the ideas can be evaluated. We speculate that with

Pb 94-142 many more single subject evaluation designs will emerge in vocation-.

al educ4tion.

We have attempted to present a selected yet wide array of evaluation

(decision-making) models which have relevance for vocational educators. The

implied emphases are on systematic evaluation models, rather than a crisis or

"hit-n-miss" evaluation. As vocational directors or teachers you must make

the value-judgment as to what you'll evaluate and how. The above models are

somewhat complex, but they will measure or judge selected performances. Yet,

Julian Stanley (1954) cites a reference to an early evaluation technique which

occurred in the Bible (King James Version, 12:5-6) taken from the Book of

Judges.

-51-



And the Gileadites' took the passages of Jordan.before the Ephrai-
mites: and it was so, that when those Ephraimites which were es-
caped said, Let me go over; that the men of Gilead said unto him,
Art thou an Ephraimite? If tesaid, Nay, then said they unto him,
Say now Shibboleth: and he said Sibboleth: for he could not frame
td pronounce it right. Then they took him, and slew him at the
'passages of Jordan: and there fell at that,time of the Ephraimites
forty and two thousand.

It may be noted that the foregoing evaluation was simple and crude, but it did

require one to display the "critical performance."
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CHAPTER 4

PROCEDURES TO DEVISE AN EVALUATION SYSTEM

There is a need when devising or designing an evaluation syitem to develop

a comprehensive perspective within which specific procedures-may be conducted.

This chapter ,is designed to accomplish_ that perspective, in part, by assisting

vocational evaluators in identifying sources of evidence associated with data

collection and by identifying a number of procedures that might be f011owe4.

DESIGNING A COMPREHENSIVE EVALUATION SYSTEM

According t, Scarvia B. Anderson and Samuel Ball (1970, vocational,

educators tends to use one of four designs when collecting evaluative data:

(1) surreys, (2) student, or teachers assessments, (3) quasiexperimental

designs, and (4) experimental &signs. As these "four types, are so widely .

used, Figure 4-1 was prepared,to illustrate a matrix-of selected sources of.

evidence 'which are available to the vocational educator. To plan an appto-

priate data-Collecting system there may be additional requirements for addi-

tional characteristics other than those listed in Figure 4-1. If that is your

specific case, then the feat to modify is easily accomplished by constructing

a matrix similar to that in Figure 4-1 but by,simply.adding the additional

problems or variables which have been identified as locally needed.

Initial Tasks in Designing an Evaluation System

When designing an evaluation system for the first time which is more

comprehensive than' "ad hoc," there are several tasks which need to be done

prior to collecting any data. The first task is to write the objectives

-53r
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for the evaluation system. After writing the objectives, you should prepare a

set of policies and. procedures which are convergent with the stated evaluation
t

/ .

objectives. Finally: youoiTuld identify the audience for whom the evaluation

. . :.,1

results will be disseminuped. and used. The initial evaluation design should

.,

identliy one of the evaluation mod els which might be appropriate to the local
. . 1

situation. For example, we discussed the CIPP, Tylerian and other models in,
,

!

Chapter 3. You may wish to synthesize from some of the,various components of .?
f

1

.)
s

the models to generate your own eclectic evaluation model.
t

1 .

Using evaluation questions. Once the above have been accomplished, it

then becomes an easy task to identify the specific evaluation activities to

which the evaluation, system witl be addressed. Typicallyk evaluators prepare'

list of written questions to aid in the preparation of the specific evalua-

tion objectives.

The following is a veryshort list, a sample of the typicalOcinds of 0

questions that vocational educators often address when designing an evaluation

system.

.1. To what extent did graduates in the Automotive.Technology program
.$

achieve the course, and program objectives?
t

.

, .

2, To what extent is the training equiphent 0 the Electronic program--

obsolete?

3. To' what extent are the objectives of the Wood Technology program

convergent with those which are needed to work successfully the field?

4. To what extent do we need to extend the professional competence of
-

our instructional staff in the Health Care program?

5. What percent of the vocational education prOgram gradua es are being

employed in their related trades, industries and areas in whici they werl
I

trained?
.

;
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The above are examples of the kinds of evaluation questions that would be

appropriate to further investigation through an evaluation system. Then, of

course, one would simply collect data to determine the answers to the above

questions. In this regard,' the matrix as shown in Figure 4-1 could be
O

slightly modified so that the 'sourtes of information to be used would lead to

the current stateof-the7art of those questions.

Using the table ofspecificatiOns. Table 4-1 illustrates the use of a

table. of specifications whn one uses any of the prototy)e models for curric-

ulumulum evaluation. Note that we identified only five models in the table.

There are seven different components identified which would be addressed in

the table. We just completed the specifications for Model 1, "School Accred-
.

itation." You could complete the grid as necessary for your ,own paiticula -
.

eValuation needs.

There are several additional models following Figure 4-1 and Table 4;1.

. These could be used for the tabulation_of specific elements or bits of data
A

,that would help to make better judgments about your vocational education. .

program. Our rationale for including Figure 4-1,', Table 4-1, and Nodels_4-1
*

through 4-4-is to provide a graphic portrayal of how the various elements or

components, may be displayed. Discussing what kinds of data ,ought to be

collecfed is simple. By. sthowing how the information will be displayed, eval-

uators may-reconsider their earlier decisions abOut what' information is needed,

how it will be displayed, and, ultimatelyr how it will be used

All of the illustratiOns are designed so that they may be easily adapted

to meet your local situation. We encourage you to "cut -and paste" these

models so that they may be adapted to the specific evaluation system of your

choice.

6
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, Investigative

O

Technighes and Problems

A

I.' Surveys I

Opinions about programs and
Program delivery systems

_

Human power needs' projections
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II. Student/teachei assessment

'Profiles of prolpective,
entering, and leaving students

.

'Characteristics of educational
staff

III. Quasi-experimental studies

'Student performance through
changes of time

Student,performance.for.different
program components'

4

Prediction of student success--
exposed--not exposed to program

IV. Experimental studies

.

Difference id performance of
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o
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-Figure 4-1. Matrix to Determine Evaluative Data Needs
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MODEL

(NA

TABLE 4-1*.

TABLE OF.SPECIFICATIONS FOR
PROTOTYPES OF.CURRICULUM EVALUATION

KEY USE
KEY

EMPHASIS
KAI

ACTIVITIES

OUTSIDE
.E/CPERTS

NEEDED
.

1. School .

,

. Accreditation'

.

0

staf
self-study

. . ,

review and
,content

procedures
of instruc-
tion

discussien'S
professional
judgments \. \

1
.

none - .

unless'
other.

pro/es-
sionals

-

'2.

-__-

.

.

Tylerian Model'
Ralph W. Tyler

...

,

.

.

,

.
.

.

.
.

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

i

;

, ,

.

.

.

1#

3. CI'P .

Daniel L.
Stufflebeam

.
a

1

.

.

.

,
.

.

.

.

,

.

. 4

d

'

,

d

.

.

4

.

.

4

.
. .

.

1

--

4

4.

.

CSE .4

Marvin C. Alkin
-

.

.

,

.

.

a

%.,,

e

.

.

..

.

.

. .

\

\

5;

.

.

Formative and
SumlatiVe

,
Benjamin a.
Bloom, et al,

4
.

: .

.

.

.

a

.

.

.

.

.

.

c.

.

, .

.

.

,

.

.

.

*Source: Alberta Hill, et al, Curriculum for Graduate Program to Prepare

Vocational Education Curriculum Specialists. Pullman, WA, Washijgton. State

University, DHEW Grant No. DEC 0-74-9287, 1976.
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TABLE 4 1, CONTINUED,

!TABLE OF SPECIFICATIONS FOR
PROTOTYPES OF CURRICULUM EVALUATION

/
TEACHING STAFF' -

INVOLVE1ENT RISKS

4.

4.

r

APPLICATION

4 1. School .

Accreditation
4,

.

.

hi
es

atfon
staff

,

h involveient
ential, evalu-

based on
impact

subjective,
extensive, (
time involve-,
meni of staff

'

- . .
\

involvemseaff in
leadership and
program/instruc-%
tional.evaluatiod

; - . t., 4i
2. 'Tylerian Model

Ralph W.- Tyler
4 .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..=,...

.

-

,

.,

.

.

pijop\ Dania I.
Stuffle eam .

.-..... .

.

.

H

.

.

4

- <

.

.
%
../,

.

/

.

.
.

.

_
.

.

.N

A.

,

. .

..

.

. ..

.
.

4. CSE -,

'Marvin C.,Alkin
,

4S
.. .

.1

, !

?.

i

.

.'

,

...

.

9

.

4

..

0..... . . .
s

5.' Formative and
- Summative
Benjamin S.
Bloom, et al

.

.

, .

'

;

___ ____

-

4,m,k

.

.

.
.

.

.%
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MODEL 4-1

EVALUATION PROJECT.TASK ASSIGNMENT
AND CHECK FORM

t,

Project .

Page

- Title

Date-
.

a

9.

44

O

,

What needi'tO
be done?, ,

"Who is to
dts'it?

To be done
by what date?

Was it done?
.

.

=.

0

s

.

..

.-
.

C

.

.

.

ar

0

. 1.

..
. .

,.I
:,.. ...

4
r

i

0

.

s

.

.
.

0 ..

I

.

.

,

.

.
.

. s

.

)
.

.

,

.

..

.

It7

t

..,

,

Model 4-1 iildstratas an easy form to.assign staff eValuLon tasks.

ThisprocedurecariLf provide positive feedback to the evaluation staff when the
i

A -,

t

\
tasks are completes. On the other hand, using the above form identifies those

''. , ° " ., .

\\ -who didn't get' their tasks completed during the sp -ified time. Exactly ,hote
!

,

his
check' form is used may vary depending upon the number of persons invaved.

\
,

ii\ the invesigation, the variety oftasks and sub-tasks, and the ability of
.:1

s .

\

' individuals on the evaluation team do their job independent of supervision.



y.

$

5

C.

GROUP:

4

MODEL 4-2

INDIVIDUAL REPORTING FORM

DATE TIMES

PROJECT TITLE

TOTAL
HOURS *WHAT YOU DID

4

-.*

WHO 'YOU

WORKED WITH COMMENTS

4.

. ..

..II

I

*. .

4

.. ... pe .

$

t

/

g .

... ,
S UN.

*-

o...../rm*....awa-.....pg.g.y

.
4

49

.

........m.

!

HON.

.

-

.

TUES.
..,,

.1.1.

9" ..' ..

4

ll.. .
9

.,

3

4

._.

.

e

4 .

.

...
FRI:

.
.,

1)--- 4

t

------ 5

...

i

r,

b

Model 4-2 illustrates-a time reporting form that Could be used to collect
0 .

primary data for a. project .evaluation where the time spent on a vocational. 4

'activity was important to evaluation.

It

s

0
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MODEL 4-3

PROJECT DIRECTORS ACTIVITY EVALUATION

PROJECT DIRECTOR' PROJECT

DAY DATE STRUCTURED ACTIVITY' LOCATION NATURE OF PARTICIPATION

TUES.

WED.

THURS.

FRI.

,

Model 4 -S could be used as an "ethnogranhic" grid to determine the inter-

actions which take'place in a highly personal or interactive project; such '4

follow-ups or job placement activities.

4

lt

0



MODEL 4-4 ,/

EVALUATION INFORMATION CHART

PROJECT,

DESIRED .

, f. DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURE'
/

'TYPE OF
INSTRUMENT.

DATES

1

, PERfiON RESPONSIBLE

..

1

,

/
/

.

.

_._

... _.....

DATA TREATMENTS

STUDENT DATA. TEACHER D TA DIRECTOR DI"OSITION

,
.

.

.

,
A o

I
Model 4-4 hows how an evaluato could coll ct data from various sources

and then dete ine how the dita wool be dispos d, i.e., forwarded for use.
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Progr\ Course or Module Evaluative Criteria

Your authors have elected to combine the discussion of course and program

evaluation because many secondary and post-secondary vocational programs and

courses have similar components.' The components that contribute to the effec-
,

tiveness of the program or course are the administrative organization, the

teaching staff, course or program objectives, testing (performance and/or

written), 'content, teaching strategies,'students, resources, guidance (career

counseling, placement and /411°w-up). The degree to which each of these

components is considered may vary according to whether one is addressing one

course or a comprehensive program. The scope of the evaluation of a program

or course ought to be based directly on the interrelationships of the com-

ponents or course characterists.

For example, Tim I. Wentling and Tom E. IaWson (1975) illustrate the

interrelationship of course and program evaluations to student evaluation.

They use the following seven tasks to determine-those interrelationships:

1. Monitor student achievement

2. Guide student careers

3. Classify and place the students in the program

4.\ Evaluate programs

5. Improve the instruction and hypothesis testing

6 Improve the curriculum
p

7. Assess teaching effectiveness

Wentling and tawson also listed ways in which evaluation data can be

effectively used. For example, data and information can aid in facilitating

the vocational program administrators as they talk to parents about students'

progress and in preparing recommendations for their vaduates'as they seek

jobs or seek further education. When student progress i; monitored,
. _

tional educators can review records of their learner's performance to see if

-63-
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certain areas of their iusiruction We been covered. More importantly, how-
.;

ever, student progress is monitored to share information and data with
,..____

students to receive feedback, Students need, like, and want recognition for
..,

their achievements: .,

.0

The following example of an evaluation methodology (Model 4-5) is taken

from a cerriculnm guide for instructor training of medic laboratory aids.

Observe how specific terminal behaviors provide, a clear understanding of what

students should be able to accomplish and what students should not be expected

to de. .A. maximum latitude allows the instructor to develop learning activ-
,

; I
. . .

ities and various tea /ling methods for students. This, in short, is the

essence of criterion evaluation--judging the student by already existing

standards.

Model 4-6 illustrates how a specific performance obje6.ive can be accom-'

plished on an independent study basis. Evaluation is based on satisfactory

completion of a grid similar to Table 4-1.

We conclude our models with. another set of specific module or unit objec-

tives. Model 4-7 is from a federally funded vocational education project.*

Observe how each content outline has an set of activities

and resources which allows an individual to move at one's own pace. Concom-

itantly, it requires that all needed study materials and work stations be

readily available and easily accessable.

*Vocational Education CurriculuE_EpeciJlist VECS. "Moduld 7: Derivation
.and Specification of Instructional Objectives" by American Institutes for
Research, Palo. Alto, California, 1976. Contract No. OEC-0-74-9286 from the
U.S.-Office of Education under Part I--CurriculuM Development in Vocational
and Technical Education, Vocational Education Amendments of 1968,_Public Taw
90-576, pp. 9-10,James_A.--Dunny, Ed: tors_
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MODEL 4-5, STUDENT CRITERIA-

SUBJECT: LABORATORY SAFETY: Dangerous Substances Number

RATIONALE: The necessity for proper handling of dangerous substances should be
carefully emphasized to the laboratory aide, who may come in contact
with such substances when ordering or storing supplies, preparing
reagents, or handling specimens. /

BEHAVXORAL OBJECTIVES: In any. real or simulated situation, the laboratory aide
will be able to describe or demonstrate the proper handling aftd
storage of potentially dangerous substances such as acids, bases,
flammables, mercury, poisons, and biological specimens of any type.

PREREQUISITE OBJECTIVES: D-3a

ABILITIES RESOURCES

To achieve the objective, the student should be able-,to:

a, lift and manipulate gallon-size bottles of caustic
liquids safely without spillage or breakage,

b. recognize the symptoms of chemical exposure,

c. describe the use of antidotes,

d. recognize the infectious hazards of clinical
specimens,

e. recognize specimens of extreme danger, e.g.,
{cleric specimens and those labeled "isolation,"

f.' identify types of laboratory poisonings, their
proper labeling and handling,

g. describe the unique characteristics of mercury,
its hazard and proper handling,

h. identify hazard labels found in the clinical
laboratory,

identify laboratory liquids which are flammable,
describe proper methods of storage and labeling,.

j. identify strop acid and base solutions, describe
potential for azardous fumes, proper Labeling,
handling, and storage,

k. report laboratory injuries and accidents to
supervisor.

.;

.4

1

Source: State of Washington. Secondary Curriculum Guide for Medical
Laboratory Aids. Superintendent of Public Instruction in cooperation with
the Commission for Vocational Education. Olympia: Janiary 1976, pp. 49-51.
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MODEL 4-6; INDEPENDENT STUDY MODEL

Explain the key salient features 'and usage of evaluation models having
relevance for vocational education.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE

Instructional Objective

The learner will be able to deszribe the usage and emphasis of four evaluation
models.

Learning Activity

Consult the-list of references and .complete the"Grid on Prototypes of
Curriculum Evaluation."

References:

Bloom, B.S., Hastings, J.T., and Madans, G.P. Handbook on Formative and
Summative Evaluation of Student Learning. New York: McGraw Hill,
Inc., 1971:4 Chapters 2 4 and 6.

- Popham, James W. Educational Evaluation. Englewood Cliifa, N.J.:
Prentite Hall Inc., 1975. Chapter 2.

Taba, Hilda. TeaciveFinictiriStrateiesandCoilininElementa
School Children. Cooperative Research Project No. 2404. San

'Francisco,,CA: San Francis6 State College, 1966.

Wellman, Frank E. "Systems Model for Guidance Program Development and
Evaluation," Pupil Personnel: A Handbook for Program Development
and Evaluation. 'Columbia, MO: University of Hispuri, 1971.

At"1"

Model 4-6 is adapted from Alberta Hilli et al, Curriculum for Graduate
Program to Prepare Vocational Education Curriculum Specialist, "Organizing
Instructioanl Strategies," Department: of Education, Washington State

University, Pullman, WA 99164. Grant No. DEC 0-74-9287, 1976.
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MODEL 4-7, MODULE EVALUATIVE CRITERIA

PART II.

'CONTENT AND STUDY ACTIVITIES

Goal 7.1

CONTENT OUTLINE

Goal 7.1: Perform the Necessary
Preparatory Steps for Systematic
Derivation of Instructional
Objectives.

A. Job Description

1. Vocational instruction is keyed to
occupations and jobs. Therefore,
instructional objectives must also
be derived from jobs.

2. In order to determine the instructional
objectives that a student should
achieve to ensure successful-performance
on the.job, it is first necessary
to define the job clearly (26).

3. A general job description provides the
basks for a detailed task analysis which,
in turn, movides the basis for the
development of instructional materials.

Job descriptions vary in format
format according-to the. source.
However, the usual components'are:

a, location ands general working
conditions;

b. a general statement of job'functions .

and .relationship;

.general-duties;--- ---------
d: possible contingent responsibilitiev,_______

---e:-si-mgiyerite-djE6t.asks (5), (12),

B. Task Analysis

1. A task analysis is the basis for voca-.
tional.instruction. The process involves
starting withthe basi. job and breaking
it down into successively more detailed
components or levels. The purpose of the
process is to obtain an'adequate

-67-

ACTIVITIES-RESOURCES

(26) Individualizing' _

Vorational.and Technical
Instruction, Chap, 4.

4

(5) Instructional
Systems Deyglopment
for Vocational and
Technical Training
pp. 73-74.

(12) Occupational
Analysis, Techniques
and Procedures, pp. 33-37.

*See Classroom Activity
1 in Part III.

*See DisFussion Question
A in Part III.



.! MODEL 4-7, Continued

,CONTENT OUTLINE (Cont.)

definition of the job so that effective
instructional objectives and learning
activities can be devised to teach the
occupation to a willing student'.*

2., The curriculum specialist must be trained
to recognize the least detailed level to
which a task analysis should be taken so
that effective instruction will result
and unnecessary task detailing avoided.
'The curriculum specialist's perception of
community needs, and his or her estimation
of the capabilities of the-staff to design
the necessary instruction, will'likely be
tJe primary. facotrs in other decisions.
the priiiry factors in other decisions.
factorslin other Oecision. '

3. Many systemi exist for performing a task
analypip7-from simple ones to sophisti-
cated and extremely complex ones. The

y Thi,lcurricaluM specialist will probably
Sind a system between the two extremes to
be-most useful (22). .

4. A first step in performing a task analysis
is to locate any existing task analyses for
the occupation under consideration. This
involves searching publications, indexes,
catalogs, and other references. Possible
,sources for .task analyses include (23).0'4

Source:. Vocational Education Curriculum Specialist VECS. "Module 7: Derivation
and Specification of Instructional Objectives" by American.Institutes for

_._Research; ialo AltorCalifornia;-1976:--COntract No. OEC-0-74-9286 from
the U. S. Office of Education under Paxt_ImItCurriculumaevelopment7inF-

--Vocational-Wa-TiariiiEducation, Vocational Educational Amendments of
1968, Public" Law 90-576, pp. 9-10. James A. Dunny, ediior.

ACTIVITIES- RESOURCES

*See Discussion Question
B in Part III.

(22) Developing
Vo'cational Instruction

Chap. 3, deseribes.a
a system of task analysis
designed for,theprac-
tiping curriculum spe-
ialist. See also: (26)

Individualizing Voca-
tional and Technical
Instruction, Chap.- 4.. .

4. See also: (23)

Procedures for Construe-.
tin& and Using Dash.
Inventories. Eeel-'

also: (12) Occupational
Analysis Techniques and

**(23) Procedures for
Constructing and Using
Task Inventories,
Chap. 2.

,%.
iX'
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a
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activities. Events are defined as those items which represent the start. or

'completion of an activity but do not consume tile, personnel, or resources.

Activities, are those tasks or jobs which require the utilization of personnel

Program Evaluation Review Techni ue (PERT)

One popular method by which planningforrevaluation may be implemented is

through'the Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT). PERT'is aipethod

for planning' diverse program activities, regardless of how they are coordi-

nated, into-manageable processes leading to the project's successful fruition.

Note that the emphasis is on management. If a PERT network is established;

there is an underlying assumption that there will be management concerns about

planning; organizing; motivating; and controlling the fiscal; material and

human resources so that their total interactions will be evaluated by a pre-

determined set of objectives.

ghe PERT system is an attempt to facilitate three-common dimensions of

managing the project- -time, costs (or resources), and performances. Once a

generally agreed upon set of evaluation goals has been identified, all goals

and processes are sub-divided into very specific components and placed on a

"work division structure." A work division structure idehtifies all of the

components of every major unit. After major units. have been identified, a

network would then be prepared. Each network is composed of events and

.0+1111.4.11.

0

and resources over a period of time. The PERT keIwarkthen-is-developed

that a .timeline, management check, and cost analysis estimate, as well as

output products, may be, identified. .

.4"A

An outstanding source for PERT techniques is available from the United

States Government Printing Office. That source is

Desmond L. Cook, Program Evaluation and Review Technique Applica-
tions in Education, U.S. Department of Health, Education, &.Welfare,
Office of Education, 0E-12024, Cooperative Research Monograph #17,
Superintendent's of Documents Catalog OS-5.212:12024, U.S. Govern-

,

ment Printing Office, "Washington, D.C., 1966, paperback, 100 pp.

-69- 77
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DesMond Cook's. monograph presents in detail the application of PERT techniques

to several different educational processes and serves as an.invaluabIe

resource.. e

. .

Figures 4-2 and 4-3, which follow, illustrate a sample of PERT networks

as they would be constructed to aid in the conduct of a survey, e.g., to

follow-up graduates or the designing.of a curriculum project.

The figures 'show the organization of the major elements which would be

'predetermined in the initial planning stage. The activities-and events are-
.

then arranged in a logical 'and sequential order. The actual PERT chart shows

the major' elements. Further, the PERT chart shows the interrelationship of

,-

each element.

A PERT chart is constructed in several ways. We have-found through

experience that there are at least three major steps: (1) identifying ele-

ments, (2) clustering them and (3) sequencing them into the network.

Once you determine what you want to do (your objectives) and how you'll

accomplish the project (protedures), you. are then ready for step number one-- .

identifying the elements or tasks.riodified "brain storm" technique is one

easy way to accomplish this step. You simply identify.every possible task or

event that you think must be done-.

Step tvKI..__beginswhen--theswtilrsV;vents are clustered about some gen-
. . .

eral theme or concept. These logical orderings help to identify major clu -
,o

ters of related events or. activities.

In the final step; sequencing, the clusters of events are combined to

illustrate a methodical and ainear arrangement of tasks, events, and activi-

ties from the beginning to end. .

For example, ..n Figure 4-2 activities 3, 4, -5T-0 and 8 may all be jai-

ti,tted autonomously. None.. of these activities is totally dependent on any of

the others. With such planning knowledge, a project director might wish to

-70-
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assign ,specific responsibilities to various teams. The teams can WEloi

reports which can be coordinated at event number 7. However, it would not be

. ,possible to begin event number 12 prior to completion of both events number 7

..s

and 1f.

By establishing a detailed PERT chart or network for ea0 major element ,

in which change is being planned, a visual schematic is made availablb of

anticipated activitAps. PERT networks must always be considered as "best

predictions." The interrelationships of all elements become known. Precision

is then added to the project calendar by determining time and cost estimates

on the chart. More, importantly, critical areas are identified-in-advance-of- --

the event. Program directors can predict and prepare for anticipated contin-
..

genbies or outcomes. However, as a project progresses, there will certainly

be unanticipated events that require modification of the original network.

Thus, there ought to be a continuous monitoring of project activities and

personnel so that the PERT network resembles' a reasonably accurate blueprint 43.,

for action. Finally, a Mpre efficient use of material and human resource's

will be the outcome of using a PERT network to describe the project.

. . - ._
On- uld'even PERT.a segmenCof an evaluation paradigm, for example,

0 . .-

preparing'a PERT ne rk on the development,of a district vocational ac4iPve-
,

ment test. There woul be at least nine sets of tasks to be sub- divided into

. .

specific activities and .then assembled logically into the network. The tasks

would be to; (1) establish the test's purpose,.....(2)._employ item developers,
0

* .

(3) try out an initial form of the test, (4) revise the test, (t) norm the
. . .

test, (6) prepare a test manual, (7) administer- the, test, (8) collect and

...

analyze the data, and (9) prepkre a final report about the results.

'PERT and planning make Lor ticcessful projects. Now on to Figures 4-2 .
. -

.. % . .

and 4-3
J.

a 0

4 .4
a

14 4

O

1
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Event Identification

a

eo *4

1. rotectStart 11., Structure Complete 21. Start Tryout' ,

2. bjective _Start , .12.:*Statt-Instructional Materi4As 22. Start Evaluation

3. Stert.Philosophical Evaluation 13.. Start Teacher Mantel 23. Start Final Materials

4. Start Psychological Evaluat on 14. Start Student Material 24. Complete Final Materials
5. Start Content Evaluation 15. Start Audiovisual Aids 25. Start Publications
6. Start Measurement Evaluation 16: StartEvaluation 26. Start TeacherOrientation 4
7. Objectives Complete 17. Start 1eference 27. Start Administration

8. St4rt Structure 18. Start Dissemination Procgdure Orientation

9. Sta t Determination. 190 Start School Sample 28. Start Lay Orientation-

104 Sta t Evaluation 20: Start Material Distribution 29. Pro3ect. Complete

FIGURE 4-2. SUMMARY NETWORK FOR CURRICULUM PROJECT'
o

Sourcef Desmond L. Cook. Program Evaluation and Review Technique Application in Education (WashingiOn,

D.C.: USGPO,. U.S. Department of HEW, Office of, Education, Cooperative Research Monograph No. 17) 1966, pp. 53,

54, 55: Vlblic Domain Document.
4 A

.
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41.

c..

1

1. ,,:art Project

2. ,Complete Objective
3. Complete'Data Paradigm
41Complete Hypotheses
5.. Start Item Construction
8. Start Universe Definition
7. Start Sampling
8. Start Sample Selection

al* FIGURE 4-1

Event Identification

9. Start Tryout
10. -Start Final Form
1". Start Interviewer Selection
14. Complete Administrative Procedures

13. Complete Schedules
14. Start' Field Interview

15. Start Data Coding
16. Complete Follow-up

! Ot

SUMMARY NEiwORK FOR 3URVEY.RESEARCH PROJECT

17. Start Tabulation
18. StareStatistita., TeSts.
19. Complete Tests,

20. Complete Interpretation
21. Complete Tables
22. Complete Carts A

23. Start Narrative '
24. Complete narrative I

Source: Desmond L. Cook. Program Evaluation and Reviwew Technique: Applications in Education, USD/HEW:

Office of Education, Cooperative Reef: arch Monograph . 17, U.S. GPO, Wasniugt 2n, D.C.: 1966. Sources, .

i

Figures 10, 31 and 32, pp. 41-43. Public Domain Document.
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Moral-Ethical Considerations

While it may. not be in vogue to discuss the morality and ethics involved

in evaluation, we would be remiss, nay, negligent if we. didn't address the

topic, at least in passing.

Henry H. Brickell (1976) ppblisbed a rather shocking indictment of those

being evaluated who attempt to influence the evaluators to distoit the find-
.

ings and subsequent reports. Brickell summed the various pressures he has

faced as "external political factors. In the last analysis, we interpret

Brickell as subtly suggesting "situation ethics" when being an evaluator.

They are biting you to do the job so don't probe too deeply.

TheauthorS of this monograph have had widespread project evaluation

experiences, and in at least two cases one of the authors had the rasher

difficult task of requesting that the respective projects be closed down.
. -

And, the political realities were not withstanding!

If an evaluator allows "external political forces" to influence the

'evaluation there are really only two decisions: (1) write the report objec-

tively and let the "fur fly" or (2) resign from the evaluation team. The

taxpayers, by and large, are supporting the projects. They deserve to nave

the stewardship of the public domain to be protected from unethical profilers

and charletons. But, let us address the topic more fully.

On being ethical. It must be recognized that evalUationt-ind evaluators

tend to be "value-free." This means that preconceived judgments are not made,

and that one attempts to collect data by which to make judgments. Yet, the

judgments or evaluations ate guided by a set of criteria. A trait is judged

to be poor or outstanding by applying those criteria. :The values of the

evaluator might even be opposed to the values of the project. Yet, if the

project has a set of criteria by which it is to be judged, then the evaluator

has no other alternative than to ud those criteria.

ti

8,*
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It must be understood, however, that tlie evaluator in such cases may file

an addendum to the evaluation report which criticizes the criteria and may

even offer a set of criteria. which would be more germane to the objective.

Judgments are made by evaluators--that's what the process is all about.

ti

Yet, an evaluator tan provide alternatives and suggestions that go beyond the

specific. project::. to help improve it. Evaluation is for decision-making.

Thus, it behooves. an evaluator to provide a wide array of suggestions, igrat-

egies for improvements and, if possible, predicted outcomes.

Finally, the organization or group being evaluated has the option of

either accepting or rejecting the "advice."

An evaluator must view any evaluation as a task--neither as a personal

confrontation, nor a personal favor.

IN FINAL CONCLUSION

Collectively, we have addressed a few concerns about evaluatioft. We haie

only presented a sample of the many different systems and models. It is

essential to realize the... al.. evaluation models arise from preselected cri-

teria. To be sn-=, the criteria are subjective, but being subjective should

not be confused with being arbitrartor ddgmatic. Being subjective implies

that there is a rationale which supports and generates the criteria. Several

different evaluation methodolOgies--have bee.; presented for your use. Each

has a distinct set of criteria"?'

The major goal of this monograph is to provide busy vocational educators

with models which may be either adopted directly or easily 4adapted;for use.

The ultimate import of our work is to improve the evaluation of 4ocational

wducationcat all levels.

-75-,
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INTRODUCTION TO THE APPENDICES

Selected Formates Which Illustrate

Evaluation Devices

A number of evaluative areas and models in vocational education were

Antroduced or implied in the previous chapters. The writers of this guide

haVe compiled selected sample instruments, e.g., check lists, survey forms,

attitude- scalestinterview schedules and `assorted evaluation foly.s. These

a examples may be useful to the readers to assist in constructing .their own

materials for evaluation purposes. The writers haVe intended to provide a

wide Variety of evaluation formatf that cut across all fields of vocational

.education: However, many of these materials can be adapted for specific use

in an infinite number of situations. 't

.

To assist the reader, the selected sample formats represent the following

categories or program evaluations: student assessment, teacher assessment

follow -up, employee surveys and the general category of evaluation.

Each sample may not be presented in its entirety; however, references will

allow the reader to gain access to the remaining materials from the-listed

sources. It is also hoped that the local vocational educators will be encour-

aged by these materials to think creatively and to adapt the material-to their

own fields. What matters primarily is not the specific content of the eval-

uation, form but the approach and the point of view.

*

-7787
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APPENDIX A

IDEA SURVEY FORM--STUDENT REACTIONS 'O INSTRUCTION AND COURSES;

Form C

The following teacher evaluation form is being developed to evaluate

.vocational-technical courses by the Center for Faculty Evaluation and Develop-

went in Higher Education at Kansas State University. It is anticipated that

it All be available on a fee for service basis in the Fell of 1979. The

approach used by IDEA focuses apon the improvement of instruction. IDEA col

siders the intructor's course. objectives as well as the size of the class and

the students' desire to take the course. When students do not report satis-
.

factory progress on the instructor's, Course objectives, teaching methods that

might be improved are suggested. The items contained in this form were

selected by over 100 instructors of vocational-technical courses at over 15

community colleges and area vocational - technical schools as being appropriate

for their courses.

Appendix A is printed with the permission of the

Form C is a research version and is being copyrighted.

this form must contact:,

Oar

0

Center. The preient

Anyone wishing to use

Dr. William E. Cashin
Center for Faculty Evaluation and

Development in Higher Education
Kansas State University
1623 Anderson Avenue
Manhattan, KS 66502

P
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IDEA SURVEY F,ORMSTUDENT REACTIONS TO INSTRUCTION AND COURSES
. FORM C

o,

, To the Learner: Because this is part of a research study, the form has more
questions than the final form will have. Please answer each question CARE-
FULLY. CHECK that the number you are marking on the response card is the
SAME as the number of the question you are answering..

your HONEST answers to thee questions will be helpful to your instructor
who will receive back all of the response cards.

,
How often did your instructor do the things described
below? Use the following code:
1 = Hardly. Ever 3 = Sometimes 4 = Frequently

'2 = Occasionally 5 = Almost Always
-

The Instructor: .

J

.

'1. Had prepared everything necessary for each class.
2. Let learners know what they were expected to learn.
3. Presented cotirse content clearly.
4. Distinguisheq between facts and-opinions.
5- Used examples from reat-like or actual work.

46. Summarized in a way -which helped learners remember.
7: Demonstrated the skills or proceddres learners were required ,

to learn. .
A

. 8. Gave learners opportunity to practice skills or' pricedures.
9. Taught skills or procedures step-by-stap.

. 10. Related what was being learned to on-the-job situations.
11. Fit the instruction to the differences in learners' knowledge or

skill. .'
12. Used films, models, or °tiler teaching aids that helped learners

(earn.
13. Used special teaching approaches (e:g., case.. studies, role play

ing, contract learning, etc.).
14. Provided help when the learners needed it:
15. Encouraged real discussions with learners (instead of just asking

-or answering questions). ,

16.- Found ways to help learners answer their own questions.
17. Changed way of teaching if learners'were not learning.
18.. Gave learners reasons for their grades on tests, projikts -and

other work. , o

19. Used up-to-date materials and equipment,.
20. t Was patient with learners.
21. Seemed to know when learner was having difficulty.
22. Respected the learners..
23. Showed an interest in the goals of the learners.
24. Was enthusiastic about what was being taught.
25. Made sure that learners ,understood directions, safety and health

cofisideratians for each task.
26.. Made presentations which were interesting and held learners'

attencion. . .

27. Encouraged learners to find says to improve their work.
.28. Praised constructive criticisms of learners' performance.

4
-. -79- 89.
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29: Gave constructive criticisms of learners' performance.
30. Suggested what learners could'd to improve.
31. Promptly returned learners' woit tb them.
32.. Accurately evaluated the learner? performance.
33. Enforced the rules and regulations fairly.
34, Gave each learner a fair share of attention.
35. Pointed out common pfoblems to learners before they began a

task.
36. Provided active work experiences (e.g., hands-on) for the

learners.
37. Used community resources, field trips, 'etc.
38. Taught in a well organized way.
39. Encouraged learners to speak freely and openly.

SKIP the spaces A through G on the response card. Start with question
NUMBER 40.

4

r

On each of the possible objectives listed beim*, rate the progress 0.

you have made in this course or program compared with that you
have made in other courses rams you haviTaIen at this
schoo:. If this is the only course r. program you have taken here,
compare your progress with that you have made in previous learning
experiences. You are notexpected to make progress_ on every
objective in every course or program.

In this course or program my progress was:

1 = Low (lowest 10% of the courses, or programs I have taken)
2 = Low Average (next 20% Of the courses or programs)
3 = Average (middle 40% of thecourses,or programs)

= 1-11gh Average (next 20% of the courses or programs)
5 = High (highest 10% of the courses or programs)

Progress on:

40. Learning factual knowledge, terms an- d concepts of the occupation.
41. Understanding the principles or reasons for various practices or_..--- procedures. ,. .

42. Knowing when and how to use different methods or procedures.
43. Correctly using the instruments and tools of the trade )r

occupations
44.-, Developing the manual skills required in the occupation.
45. Learning to solve problems (difighose, trouble- shoot., debug, etc.)
46. Developing the communications skills (reading, speaking, writing)

needed for the occupation.
47. Developing the work habits (attendance, drers, sa.fet9, etc.)

needed for the occupation.
48. Learning to meet the production demands of the occupation.
49., Learning the skills necessary to get a job (applying, preparing

a resume, being interviewed, etc.)*
50.. Developing the attitudes desired of peOple in the occupation.
51. Learning to'work with other people (e.g., co-workers, super-

__visors, etc.) .
52.. Developing a sense of personal responsibility" (self - confidence,

self-discipline. fletc.).

9
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A

53. Understanding myself, my strengths and weaknesses related to
the field or occupation.

On the next six c.4stions," compare this course or program with
others at this: institution (or_with_yOur previous learning exper-
iences),'.using the following code:

1-=`Much less-than most courses or programs
2 = Less than most
3 =About average
4 = More than most
5'= Much more than most

The Course:

..54. Amount of reading. ,

55. Amount of work in other (non-reading) assignments.
'56. Difficulty of subject matter.

57. Howlwill Cie course_fit 'together (various topics and activities
were...relates to each other).

58. Adequacy of physical and other facilities (space, lighting,
equipment, -tools, etc.).

Describe your attitudes toward and. behavior iri this course
or program, using the following code:

1 = Definitely false
2 = More false than true
3 = In between
4 -- More true than false
5 = Definitely true

o

Self-rating:
_o

4 ' 59. I worked harder on this course than on most courses 'I have
taken.

60. Before enrolling, I really wanted to take this course.
61. I would like to take another course from this instructor.
62. Because of taking-this course, I like this occupation better.

Your comments are invited_ on how the instructor might improve this course or
teaching procedures. Use the back of the Response Card.

e
464

r

THAiIli YOU FOR YoURPIELP.'
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0.

SAFETY EVALUATION

mor

e

Pr

Safety. is a "major concern _to ,anyone' involvid- in vocational program

-operation* Tie set of criteria identified in the selected form can be

easily applied to a variety of fields or diatiplinei of Vocational Education:

Source: Oregon State Department of Education g

-Community College & Career Education,
Technical,.& Industrial EducAtion, "Metals Cluster.Chrriculum"
February, 1974. This form'has been modified to more readily
meet the needs of evaluators in all vocational programs.

4

Directions

The followinisample instrument may be used by local vocational directors

or teacherstto assess the adequacy of thqir safety program. The scale; 4 3 2

1 0 if consistantly.used can provide your vocational education staff with Use-
.

ful information acrossrprOirams toestablish safety standaras-fiithin a given

facility. A "4" would indicate the highest possible ranking for any item,

while a "0" would indicate a most Unsatisfactory rating.
-

;

a
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/ /
%.Safety education is an integril paft_of_the vocational programs. All instruc-

tional personnel should be knowledgeable inthe applicatiOn of all Washington
safity codes related to the vocational program. In order, to insure safe
working conditions, it is imperative that an adequate !Atop or lab'safety
program be established, including periodic inspectionA involving. staff,
students and-qualified safety inspectors. The school district should accept
the responsibility to organize Ind mairitain a total schoor,sifety:program and
provide the. necessary administrative leadership, id-service, and required
safety materials and equipmeht.

sI

ELEMERT -.SAFETY

-O.

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA: ; $

1.- There is a functioninglshOp,iifety 4 3 2 1,0
program-including periOdic inspec-
tions involving staff,:students and
qualified safety inspectors.

ASSESSMENT

2. In-service is provided At regular 4 3 2 1 0'
intervals to insure that all
instructors are kept up to date -

ices and policies.in all safety pract
/.f

Adequate. funding-is available to 4 3 2 1 0
provide the required materials and
equipment to maintain irsafe program.

.
4. 'There is an established policy

.covering first-aid procedures.

.

5. The shovprogram is an integral part. 4 3 2,1 0 '

of the total school safety program.
,

.

6. School performer are designated as .

safety offictrs with the specific
responsibility to admini trate the

,, safety.program, mainta' 1 required
'records-, and.epOrt al violations. .;:

.
. 4

. 7. - The shop has an adequate enfilation . 4 3 2 1 0,

, 3. stystem for the specific-uftatiorml
1program.-

.
,

. t

4.3 2 1 0

4.3.2 1 0

,

ti

8. Students are provided-with-eye---
protection equipment, and machines
are guareed properly.

'94- The arrangement of the shop allows.
for a safe traffic pattern, as well
as ,safety zones around machinery
and equipment:

-AVERAGE TOTAL ASSESSMENT

It . -*A,

J
4

4-3 2 1 0-

45210
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item in ilve-per ormangeAtandsrds
section of the

instrument.is used to estas-
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lish a norm for the entire instrument. These maximum percents 'are suggested
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APPENDIX C

YOUTH ORGANIZATION EIAZUATION

"PERMISSION TO REPRODUCE THIS
MATERIAL HAS BEEN GRANTED BY

6ette 6ra9 et-

TO THE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES
INFORMATION CENTER (ERICra

Moat educators would agree that youth organizatiOn are an integrar. part

of_ educational progral. Much of the developing
perceptual abilities of

.

students and affirmation of attitude takes place where
%

students affect the

governance Of themselves. The following instrument is p'rovided to assess the

0 . \

yoth organization,
aspect.of the vocational education progim

Spuree:

. . * k

1

Oregon DOpartment of Education, ..

"Assessment Manua/ for Program Planning

Model Efactrical Cluster Guide,"

May 31, 1975.
1

-

The following sample instrument may be used to assess the youth organiza-..: 1

tonsprogram
41ether,.VICA, EPA, FHA, FRIA or DECA. The percents for each,

.

1

-

amounts based. -.on the experience of educators working. extensively with youth

use

groups. Thevoc

the model. range

tional director or teacher evaluating a youth pr g

tale to determine how well their youth programs are achieving

_- the perfOrmance'tandaids..
:.

\ /

I
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/YOUTHYOUTH ORGANIZATION

Youth development should be an integral part of the vocational education
program. This should include: $

Personal growth -- individual self- improvement through scholarship,
citizenship, and DartIcipation:in home, school, and community,

91
-s

t,k1

Community' understanding -- improvement of. relations amongmong students,
between students and feacherir, employees. and. employers, management
and labo?, scjpol and community andother nations.

Safetyin shops, classtoois, on the job, and xi the highway. i

1

Teacher recruitment" he!iencouragement of capable studentsito enter
the field of industri 1 education.

Vocational youth coope
'education.

-

. 7
''.-..

.
Good public relations -- promoting a general public'awareness of the

A.
good work that youths engaged in vocational education are doi.4 to

4
better themselves, and their community state,%nation and world.

ation--among youth in all areas of vocational
I

. PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

.1. Is there a VICA Chapter in.your
6 school and how are students in-

formed of its existence?(-15%)

2. Are majority of the
students in VICA? (40%).

'3. Do'stlidents in localVICA7Chapter
:participate in state and national

ASSESSMENT.

0
VICA'Aveas(10%)

'4. Do VICAiPmbers participate is local
business and community affairs? (10%)

f=

5. Does the sch04-administration
support.VICArinvOlvement through
.teacher release' time and a minimum
amou#t;of financial, assistance? (15 %)

Is pie involveme# in vio an integral
pal of the.' vocational offering? (10%)

0 20 40

I

5

ASSESSMENT SCALE

Model Range

60 80 :100

4
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APPENDIX D

GUIDANCE PROGRAM EVALUATION

6
'Evaluation of a career and vocational guidance program is essential to

vocational educatioh. The-authors have included these criteria in the follow-
s

ing format so that they May be modified to fit local needs.

Source: "Health Occupations Cluster Program Assessment Instrument for
Secondary Schools", Oregon Department of Education. December, 1977.

The following samp le instrument may be used to assess. guidance and coun-

seling program at the local level. :The percents for each item in the perform-

ance standird section of the instrument is used to establish a norm for. the

:--eatire-ifinTiiiiiitJ--Theiiiiiirium percents are given as suggested maxima based

on experience of educadbrs working extensively with career.guidance.

The vocational director who evaluates the guidance and counseling program

,can use the model range scale to determine how well the school district's

\ guidance and counseling program is meeting the needs of students.

s

-86-
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ELEMENTS PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

ELEMENT: GUIDANCE, COUNSELING, FOR VOCATIONAL CLUSTERS

A model vocational cluster should be structured so that
assistance can be given ea 6 student in the achievement
of the goals and objecpives consistent with interests and
abilities.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

The vocational clue:4r faculty
in cooperation with the guidance and
counseling devrtment has:

I. Provided occupational add career
infgrmation which will enable
eoldents to assess,their-interests

,6."and/aptitudes.

/**

2. Developed and implemente4-a plan 2.

for/Student enrollment which will
include: community needs, student
interests, and occupational require- ,

iments as factors fov consideration.
6

1.L.

a I

I '

Encouraged students to develop a
.total career program by taking
supporting courses appropriate to
their career interests.

O

4.. Provided facts concerning post-,
secondary educational, programs

and the competitive selection
Kocesses for those programs..

Developed and implemented a program
to provide.exploratoty courses in
the occupations for students in
grades 7 through 10.

6. Developed a plan to make students
in grades K-6 aware of the oppor-
tunities and rewards in business

- and industry.

O

Are counseling: guidance and
other staff members responsi-
ble for advising students in .
the selection of -courses and
programs, informed about the
vocational career areas and
appropriate allied support-.
ins courses? (20%)

Are students aware of the com-
petitive -nature of selection
procedures in post-secondary
education for specified voca-
tional program? (20%)

3. fire students refirr4-0E-tilie7--;
Vocational Cluster as a result.,.,

of a demonstrated interest and
the ability to meet occupa-
tional requirements?
(20%)

4. Is student enrollment based.on
a plan that is justifiable in
terms of a- community needs?

(20%)

5. Are exploratory experiences
. available in voFational educa-

tion for students in grades
7-10? (10%)

6. Does a plan exist for voca-
tional orientation for, stu-

dents K-61 (10%)

97
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APPENDIX E

JOB PROGRESS EVALUATION

O

"PERMISSION TO REI RODUCE THIS

MATERIAL HAS BEEN GRANTED BY

John Ha liA e

TO THE EDUCATIONALRESOURCES

INFORMATION CENTER (ERIC)."

9

The final stages of most vocational education training programs have a

cooperative work experience component. The success of this phase can be best

measured if the employer, the supervisor and student,are given opportunities

to provide input.
.

The following Omple forms are provided for the reader to _identify

appropriate content and sample format.

These samples were
;

selected at random.

Source:. Vocational Teacher Education Department
University of Idaho
Moscow, Idaho, 1976.

98
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CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF A

TRAINING STATION

A training station 'should be selected on the needs of theVooperative
students, their career objectives, the community a edi nd thE standards
of the emplbyer.

2 points = to a great extent

1 point = to a limited extent t

0 points ='does not offer

.

To what extend does the training station offer:

1. interested and understanding employers

2. progressive attitude

3. safe and sanitary work conditions

4. good image

convenient-location - -----

1

6. varied learning experience

7.. opportunity for advancement and promotion

8. provide a minimum of 540 working hours per year

9. wages paid to other employees;in the same position

TOTAL.
-89-99
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O

. COOPERATIVE EDUCATION.
JOB PROGRESS REPORT

HIGH SCHOOL

O

TO THE Et'IPLOYER: This report is your estimate of this student - trainee] work
activity. Please check the chart in the columns which most accurately
describe this particular student.

Date

--Stu4entEmpioyeel-s--Namel
Firm:

Job Assignment:

Cooperative Education Coordinator

Failure Needs ye ',Above.

Points to be Rated on Jdb Improvement Average VerA e Exceptional

APPEARANCE:
Proper Clothes for Jo
Well'droomed
Personal 'Cleanliness/

-PERSONALITY:

Willingness to Learn
Enthusiatm
Tactful
Well Mannered

DEPENDABILZT
Regular Attendance
Punctuality
RespeCts Rules
Completion of
Assigned Tasks

ATTITUDE:
Toward Job
Toward Criticism
Toward Other Employees
Toward Customers

'KNOWLEDGE OF JOB:
Job Procedures
Selling Methods
Supervision. Required
.4curacy
Follows Instructions

4

P.--

. 1110

It

1.

-..-
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4

O

%int to be Rated

WORK ACC !PUSHED:
Indus' ions -

Uses. nitiative
Take Pride
Qu ity of Work
Quantity_of2Work

-

4

Failure Needs Above
onjob I provement Average Average Exceptional

'

C

$

-
-,

Signed:
Title:

You may use the reverse side of this sheet for your additional or explanatory
',remarks.

.
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APPENDIX F

TEST 'DEVELOPMENT INSTRUMENT GUIDE

"PERMISSION TO REPRODUCE THIS
MATERIAL HAS BEEN WANTED BY

I
if

TO THE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES
INFORMATION CENTER (ERIC)."

.4

The following excerpts are from a guide developed by Educational Testing

Service that is intended to help in the creation of well constricted multiple

choice test items.

0
The elements included in this document are test item terminologies and a

ti

checklist used to evaluat the overall quality of individual multiple choice
4

items.

The test development guide can help teachers with minimal test construe:-

tion training-and experience to improve their skill in test contruction, and

it will assist them to develop more reliable feedbacabout how well they are

teaching and how much their students know.
fi

Appendix F.is printed with written permission from the Educational Testing

Service (ETS), Princeton, NJ 08541. Anyone. desiring to duplicate pages 4g12

or A6 must obtaid Written permissiorlpqm.ETS. %

434
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Multiple Choice Item ConstrUction

1. M9ltiple choice test question terminology

MuitIple choice item: a test question in which a number of alternative

response choices are given from which the correct answer is'to be
.41

selected. Mos t such items use 4 or 5 choices, usually identified by the

.

letters A-E. 01 .
4 %.4

Discrete item: a Ingle multiple-choice question, including the Choices.

Stem; the initial part of the item inleth the task is delineated -- it
_

may be a question, directions,for.owincomplete statement. .

Options: all the chokes 'in an item.

Esy:" the correct answer.

Distractori: ,the incorrect options

Illustration:

Discreteltem
4

Which of the following was the.primary.purpose for which
craft guilds were formed in the Middle Ages? ; Stem

(A) The training of new workmen.

(B) the distribution
. Distiictors

(C) .The sods]. and political
advance Of their memberse

. .. 4

(Di) The control of town govts..I_J .

. , .

(E) The regulation of prodUotion. ay

,

Options .6

Item Sets: two or more items based on a common passage, problem, graph
experiment, chart, or other stimulus materials.

103
. -93-
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Please use the following as a review checklist after completion of your, test

, item. Each of the following statements should be checked ( ) upon completion.
0

If any of the statements do not characterize your test item, it should be
4 '

. revised to meet the checklist criteria.
0

1. Does the stem present a single definite problem?

- 2. Does the problem. presented in the stem adequately test the
perfOrmance objective?

3. Is tge problem presented clearly and simply? The item should not,be
a test of reading ability.

4. Is all the Information present ,in the stemAltorder for the examinee
to understand the intent of the item?'

Are the options presented clearly and simply?
O

6. Are all the repetitidus wordings removed from the optiTas?.

7.0 Are the options grammatically correct as completions bf the .stem?

8. Are the options written in paralled form?

.-
9. -kAre the distractors properly worded so that they are not too .

technical?

.10. Areal."of the options written ,so,thay they are not synonymous with
.any other distractoi in the item?

,

'11. Is the correct response the one on which competent critics would
. ,

agree?
v

. .

12. Are Options such as "noneof these," "all of these ," etc., avoided?
.

-13. Arediiect opposite pairs of options avoided?

Are the distrAtors written so that they are notssignificantly
different from the correct response with respect to:

14. Wording, phraseology?

15. Grammatical construction?

16. Length ?,
O 0
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